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Resumen

Resumen
El objetivo de esta tesis doctoral ha sido determinar la influencia de las subunidades de
gluteninas de alto (HMW) y bajo peso molecular (LMW) y las gliadinas, e identificar
marcadores moleculares microsatélites (SSRs) ligados a QTLs de calidad harino-panadera
en trigo blando (Triticum aestivum L.)
Se utilizaron 79 líneas recombinantes F7 procedentes del cruzamiento ‘Marius’ x
‘Cajeme71’ en diseño experimental en bloques completos al azar durante 2 años. En esta
población se determinó la composición en subunidades de gluteninas HMW y LMW,
gliadinas mediante técnicas electroforéticas en geles SDS-PAGE y A-PAGE. Se estudiaron
683 (SSRs) para proceder a definir los grupos de ligamento posibles y búsqueda de calidad
harino-panadera. Finalmente, se realizaron las siguientes pruebas de calidad: dureza y
contenido en proteína del grano, volumen de sedimentación, mixógrafo, y alveógrafo.
Los resultados obtenidos indicaron que la mejor combinación subunidades/alelos para la
fuerza del gluten es la siguiente: para Glu-A1: 1 de ‘Cajeme71’. Para Glu-B1: 7*+9 de
‘Marius’.Para Glu-D1: 5+10 de ‘Cajeme71’. Para Glu-B3: g de ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: c . de
‘Marius’. Para Gli-A2: l de ‘Marius’ y para Gli-B2: c de ‘Cajeme71’. La mejor
combinación subunidades/alelos para la extensibilidad del gluten es la siguiente: Para GluA1: null de ‘Marius’. Para Glu-B1: 17+18 de ‘Cajeme71’. Para Glu-D1: 4+12 de ‘Marius’.
Para Glu-B3: g de ‘Marius’. Para Glu-D3: a de ‘Cajeme71’y para Gli-B2: g de ‘Marius’.
No se observó un efecto de la variación allelica para Gli-A2 sobre la extensibilidad del
gluten.
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Resumen
Los resultados obtenidos del análisis de QTLs indicaron que los cromosomas presentan
regiones (QTLs) que influyen en mayor o menor medida en la calidad del trigo blando con
un porcentaje de variación explicada que varía desde el 9% al 29%. Los QTLs del parental
‘Cajeme71’ con efectos sobre la calidad panadera se han identificado en los cromosomas
siguientes: Para el volumen de sedimentación en: 7AS, 5BS 6DL y 1DL. Para el tiempo de
mezcla en: 1DL. Para la tolerancia al mixografo en: 2AS. Para la tenacidad en: 1DL. Para
la extensibilidad de la masa en: 7AS, 5AL, y 2B. Para la fuerza del gluten en: 5DL. Para el
contenido en proteína en: 5AL, 7AS, 5BS, 2AS, y para la dureza en: 1DL.
Los QTLs del parental ‘Marius’ con efectos sobre la calidad panadera se han identificado
en los cromosomas siguientes: Para el tiempo de mezcla en: 3BS. Para la tolerancia al
mixografo en: 7AS. Para la tenacidad en: 2AS y 1BS. Para la extensibilidad de la masa en:
1DS. Para la fuerza del gluten en: 2AS y 1BS. Para el contenido en proteína en: 1DS y
6DS, y para la dureza en: 2AS.
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Abstract

Abstract
The aim of the present work is to determine not only the influence of the glutenin
subunits (High and Low Molecular Weight) and gliadins, but also, to identify
significant QTLs in dough properties other than prolamin loci located on group 1 and 6
whose effects on wheat quality are widely recognized.
A set of 79 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) (F7) developed from two commercial
cultivars ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ were used in this study. Field trial was conducted
over two years arranged in randomized complete block design. Kernel hardness and
protein content was evaluated by near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy whreas dough
properties were evaluated by Sedimentation volume, Mixograph and Alveograph tests.
The composition of glutenins and gliadins was determined using the electrophoretic
method (SDSS and A-PAGE) whereas capillary electrophoresis was used to detect
polymorphisms between the parental lines and to genotype the mapping population.

Results showed that the best subunits/alleles combinations for dough strength were as
follows: At Glu-A1: 1 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B1: 7*+9 from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D1:
5+10 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: c from ‘Marius’. At
Gli-A2: l from ‘Marius’ and at Gli-B2: c from ‘Cajeme71’ whereas the best subunits/
allele combinations for dough extensibility were as follows: At Glu-A1: null from
‘Marius’. At Glu-B1: 17+18 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-D1: 4+12 from ‘Marius’. At GluB3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: a from ‘Cajeme71’ and at Gli-B2: g from ‘Marius’.
The allelic variation at Gli-A2 does not show any difference on dough extensibility.
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Abstract
Results showed also QTLs that influence dough quality whose phenotypic variation
varies between 9% and 29%. One hand, QTLs alleles from Cajeme71 for better dough
properties were identified as follows: for sedimentation volume on chromosomes: 7AS,
5BS 6DL and 1DL. For mixing time on chromosome: 1DL. For breakdown on
chromosome: 2AS. For tenacity on chromosome: 1DL. For dough extensibility on
chromosomes: 7AS, 5AL, and 2B. For dough strength on chromosome: 5DL. For
protein content on chromosomes: 5AL, 7AS, 5BS, 2AS, and for hardness on
chromosome: 1DL. In other hand, QTLs alleles from ‘Marius’ for better dough
properties were localized as follows: for mixing time on chromosome 3BS. For mixing
tolerance: on chromosome 7AS. For dough tenacity on chromosomes: 2AS, 1BL, 5DL,
and 2BS. For dough extensibility on chromosome: 1DS. For dough strength on
chromosomes: 2AS and 1BS. For protein content on chromosome 1DS and 6DS and for
hardness on chromosomes: 2AS and 1BS.
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List of Abbreviations
**: Prueba estadísticamente significativa al 1%.
*: Prueba estadísticamente significativa al 5%.
A3: Altura del pico transcurridos 3 minutos del mixograma.
ADN: ácido desoxirribonucleico.
AP: Altura del pico del mixograma.
A-PAGE: electroforesis en gel de poliacrilamida a pH ácido.
BDR: Porcentaje de caída de la curva del mixograma.
C.V.: Coeficiente de variación de una determinada prueba de calidad.
cM.: Centimorgans.
CS: Chinese Spring.
CTAB: Bromuro de hexadeciltrimetilamonio.
D.S. o Std Dev: Desviación estándar.
Da.: Daltons
DMF: Dimetilformamida.
dNTPs: desoxinucleótidos trifosfato.
DTT: Ditiotreitol.
EDTA: Ácido etilendiamintetracético.
ES: error estándar.
EtBr: Bromuro de etidio.
F.V.: Fuente de variación considerada en el modelo.
F: prueba F de Fisher.
F-Valor: Valor que toma el estadístico F de Fisher.
G.L. o g.l.: Grados de libertad.
g.l.: grados de libertad.
Glu1Bx7: subunidad 7 de gluteninas de alto peso molecular.
GS: Gluten seco.
HMW-GS: Subunidades de gluteninas de alto peso molecular.
Jx10-4: Unidades de la fuerza (W) medida en el alveógrafo.
KDa: Kilo Dalton.
L: Extensibilidad de la masa medida en el alveógrafo.
LMW-GS: Subunidades de gluteninas de bajo peso molecular.
Max: Valor máximo de una determinada prueba de calidad.
Min: Valor mínimo de una determinada prueba de calidad.
n.s: No significativo al 5%.
N: Numero de líneas.
NIR: Espectroscopia de reflectancia en el infrarrojo cercano.
P: Tenacidad de la masa medida en el alveógrafo.
PAGE: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (electroforesis en geles de poliacrilamida).
PCR: Polymerase chain reaction (reacción en cadena de la polimerasa).
Pr>F: Probabilidad de aceptación de la hipótesis nula.
PROT: Porcentaje de proteína al 14% de humedad.
QTL: Quantitative trait loci (loci para caracteres cuantitativos).
r.p.m.: Revoluciones por minuto.
r: Coeficiente de correlación de Pearson.
R2: Porcentaje de variación explicada por el modelo.
RILs: Recombinant inbred lines (líneas recombinantes consanguíneas).
RP-HPLC: cromatografía líquida de alta resolución por fase reversa.
SDS: Dodecil sulfato sódico.
SDS-PAGE: Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis en presencia de dodecil sulfato sódico.
SDSS: Volumen de sedimentación obtenido en la prueba de sedimentación SDS.
SSD: Single seed descendent (descendiente de semilla única).
SSRs: Single sequence repeats (Microsatélites).
TBE: Tampón de electroforesis con tris clorhídrico, ácido bórico y EDTA.
TE: Tris-EDTA.
TEMED: Tetrametiletilendiamina.
TM: Tiempo de mezcla o de desarrollo del mixograma.
T-test: Valor que toma el estadístico t de Student.
W: Fuerza de la masa medida en el alveógrafo.
Xgwm: Microsatélite (Gatersleben wheat microsatellite).
α: nivel de significación.
χ2: estadístico Chi-cuadrado.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Importance of Wheat
Wheat is one of the top three cereal crops in terms of global production, along with
maize and rice; together provide over half of the global requirement of energy, protein,
and dietary fibber. Wheat is a key driver of global food inflation. Consequently, we all
distinguish the importance of wheat as food in international market. Wheat is largescale grown in the world, from as far north as the Arctic Circle in Finland and near the
equator in parts of Africa. Global production for 2008 reached 670.8 million. Increases
for Russia, India, the EU-27, Ukraine, Canada, and Brazil and decreases for
Afghanistan, Argentina, and Kazakhstan were reported. Spain wheat production attained
5.5 milliones tons (A.E.T.C., Cosecha 2008). Large quantities of wheat are produced in
China, India, United States of America, and Russian federation (FAOSTAT, 2008)
(Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 Top 10 wheat producers en million tons (FAO, 2008)
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1.2 Evolution and classification of wheat
The word ‘wheat’ is used to describe several related grain crops. The most important
wheat species grown today are bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) and pasta wheat (T.
turgidum). A third specie, einkorn wheat (T. monococcum), has great historic
background but very little current agricultural significance. Einkorn was probably the
first wheat specie to be widely cultivated, 10 000 years ago in southeastern Turkey. This
primitive, hardy and low-yielding wheat constituted the main crop in the region for
several thousand years. Einkorn still to this day cultivated as an animal feed in
mountainous regions of Turkey, Italy and Spain and as a wild species in the mountains
surrounding the Fertile Crescent. The first evolutionary event leading to polyploidy was
hybridization of diploid wheat closely related to T. urartu (genomic constitution AA)
with a yet unknown species from the Sitopsis section that provided the B genome and
was closely related to Aegilops speltoides (SS). Eventually, this fertile tetraploid
(AABB) became a species in its own right and, >10 000 years ago, was domesticated
and became known as emmer wheat, or T. turgidum (Feuillet et al., 2008) (Figure
1.2).Wheat belongs to the Gramineae family. This family includes cultivated wheats,
ryes, barleys, oats, and important forage grass species (Table 1.1)

Table 1.1 Classification of Triticum aestivum
Kingdom
Plantae – Plants
Subkingdom
Tracheobionta –
Superdivision
Spermatophyta –
Division
Magnoliophyta –
Class
Liliopsida –
Subclass
Commelinidae
Order
Cyperales
Family
Poaceae – (Gramineae)
Genus
Triticum L. – wheat
Species
Triticum aestivum L. – common wheat
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Figure 1.2 Evolutions of Bread Wheat, Durum Wheat and Einkorn (Feuillet et al., 2008)
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1.3. Bread-making quality
1.3.1 Wheat kernel
Wheat kernels have three main parts: the endosperm, the germ, and the bran (Figure
1.3).
The endosperm makes up the bulk of the kernel. It is the whitest part, partly because it
contains mostly starch—typically 70–75 percent starch. The starch is embedded in
chunks of protein. The germ is the embryo of the wheat plant; it is high in protein, fat, B
vitamins, vitamin E, and minerals. The bran is the protective outer covering of the
wheat kernel. It is usually darker in colour than the endosperm, although white wheat,
which has a light bran colour, is also available.

Figure 1.3 Longitudinal section of grain wheat

Wheat kernels are separated into flour, bran and germ by milling and sieving. Flour
primarily consists on the ground endosperm. The main objective of the miller is to
obtain maximum yield of endosperm at minimal contamination of bran and aleurone.
Wheat flour, mainly consisting of the starchy endosperm of the kernel, contains
carbohydrates (70-80%), proteins (8-18%), lipids (1.5-2.5%) and non-starch
polysaccharides (2-3%) all expressed as percentage on dry matter .
When flour-water dough is gently washed in an excess of water, soluble proteins and
starch are removed and a rubbery mass, gluten (Latin for glue) is obtained. Gluten was
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first prepared from flour almost 300 years ago by an Italian named Beccari, who
conducted a simple water-washing experiment with wheat flour (Bailey, 1941).
1.3.2 Wheat quality
Wheat quality is an indistinguishable term because it does not identify which aspects of
quality are important. For example, growers may be looking for high yields of attractive
looking, well-filled grains, for getting the best price. Millers think in terms of wheat that
yields the maximum amount of white flour per tonne of grain. Millers also have to meet
the flour specifications demanded by their customers, such as the required protein
content, dough strength, dough extensibility, water absorption, and mixing properties.
Cereal Processors, the millers’ customers, manufacture products such as cakes, biscuits,
bread, pasta, noodles, flatbreads or quality animal feeds. Different properties are
required, depending on the product.
The main quality characteristics for the wheat utilization are flour extraction (milling
yield), flour protein concentration, and dough handling (characteristics rheological
properties). These characteristics usually are influenced by cultivar and interactions of
cultivar and environment (Eskridge et al., 1994, Peterson et al., 1998).
The perfect loaf of bread requires the right balance of viscosity and elasticity. The
elastic properties of bread wheat dough result primarily from the presence of gluten.
The desirable rheological characteristics of dough (mixing requirement, water
absorbance) together with the colour and appearance of loaf are of importance as well
(Finney et al., 1987).
Several tests have been developed for end use quality characteristics of bread wheat.
These include grain hardness and protein content, which can be measured by NIR
spectroscopy and gluten strength, which can be predicted by different tests such as
SDS-sedimentation. In order to assess the dough strength for breadmaking performance
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of a wheat variety, several tests based on dough rheology (Mixograph, alveograph,
extensigraph and farinograph) are available (Bushuk, 1998).
Gluten proteins are among the most complex protein networks in nature due to
numerous different components and different size, and due to variability caused by
genotype, growing conditions and technological processes. They play a key role in
determining the unique rheological dough properties and baking quality of wheat
(Weizer, 2007).

1.4. Wheat gluten proteins
1.4.1. Classification
Wheat gluten proteins, namely gliadins and glutenins, are the major components of
gluten. In 1810, it was Taddei who introduced the term “gliadin” to refer to the soluble
portion of gluten and “glutenin” to the portion remaining after extraction of gliadin.
Osborne was the first to classify wheat grain proteins on the basis of their solubility:
albumins (soluble in water), globulins (salt), gliadins (aqueous water) and glutenins
(dilute acid or alkali) (Osborne, 1907).
Using a reducing agent (SDS-PAGE), the glutenins were divided into two groups: high
molecular weigh (x-type and y-type) (A-group) and low molecular weight glutenin
subunits (B-C-D- groups) (Payne and Corfield, 1979).
Gluten contains hundreds of protein components which are present either as monomers
or, linked by interchain disulphide bonds, as oligo- and polymers (Wrigley and Bietz,
1988). Consequently, wheat protein fractions were divided into two main classes,
monomeric and polymeric, based on whether they consist of single or multiplepolypeptide chains (MacRitchie and Lafiandra, 1997).
Most of the typical LMW-GS are present in the B group. On the basis of N-terminal
amino acid sequences, three subgroups of typical LMW-GS can be recognized, called
LMW-s, LMW-m, and LMW-i types, according to the first amino acid residue of the
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mature protein: serine, methionine, or isoleucine, respectively. LMW-s type subunits
are the most abundant in all genotypes analysed and their average molecular mass
(35,000–45,000) is higher than that of LMW-m type subunits (30,000–40,000) (Tao and
Kasarda, 1989; Lew et al., 1992; Masci et al., 1995).

Most gliadins are present as monomers and do have an intramolecular and not
intermolecular disulphidebonded subunit structure. They were initially classified into
four groups on the basis of mobility at low pH in gel electrophoresis (A-PAGE) (α-, β-,
γ- , ω -gliadins in order of decreasing mobility). However, previous studies on amino
acid sequences have shown that the electrophoretic mobility does not always reflect the
protein relationships and that α- and β-gliadins fall into one group (α/β -type) (Weizer,
2007). Some researchers broadly divide the protein groups into three groups (D’Ovidio
and Masci, 2004) (Figure 1.4 and 1.5):

1. High molecular weight glutenin subunits.
2. Sulfur-rich (α, β, γ-gliadins, LMW-GS, B and C-subunits),
3. Sulfur-poor (LMW-GS D-subunits, ω-gliadins)
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Figure 1.4 Two-dimensional electrophoresis of glutenin subunits of the bread wheat cultivar
Chinese Spring. The HMW-GS and the B-, C-, and D-type groups of LMW-GS are indicated
(D’Ovidio and Masci, 2004)

Figure 1.5 A consensus classification of gluten proteins
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1.4.2. Chromosomal localization
The HMW-GS are encoded at genes named Glu-A 1, Glu-B 1 and Glu-D 1 localized at
the longs arms 1A, 1B and 1D (Payne, 1987).Each locus includes two genes linked
together encoding two different types of HMW-GS, x- (slower electrophoretic mobility,
MW=83-88 kDa) and y-type subunits (MW=67-74 kDa) (Shewry et al., 1992).
Most gliadins are controlled by six main Gli loci located in the homoeologous
chromosomes of group 1 (Gli-1) and 6 (Gli-2) (Payne et al. 1987). Gli-1 genes code for
all the ω- and most of the γ-gliadins while Gli-2 genes code for all the α-, most of the β-,
and some of the γ-gliadins. However, several studies reports that minor ω–gliadins are
encoded by additional, dispersed genes at Gli-A3 (Metakovsky et al., 1986; Payne et al.,
1988), Gli-B3 (Jackson et al., 1985), Gli-A4 (Redaelli et al., 1992) and Gli-5 loci
(Pogna et al., 1993) on the short arms of chromosome 1. Other two gliadin alleles GliD4 and Gli-D5 have also been reported on the short arm of chromosome 1D (Rodriguez
and Carrillo, 1996).

The LMW-GS are subdivided on B-, C-, and D-subunits. The B-subunits (MW=42 –51
kDa) are controlled by genes called Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3, located on the short
arms of group 1 chromosomes (Singh and Shepherd, 1988).The C subunits (MW=30 –
40 kDa) are encoded on the same chromosomes as γ gliadins, α -gliadins and typical
LMW-GS, namely on the short arms of chromosomes 1 and 6 (Masci et al., 2002).
Nieto-Taladriz et al. (1998) have shown that a D-type LMW-GS (MW= 55 – 70 kDa) is
encoded by the same Glu-B3 locus as typical B-type LMW-GS. Two LMW-GS with
molecular weights of ≈30–31,000 Da (Glu-D4 locus) and 32,000 Da (Glu-D5 locus)
were reported (Sreeramulu and Singh, 1997). The genes encoding them (Glu-D4 and
Glu-D5) are located on chromosomes 1D and 7D, respectively, although their exact
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location within the chromosome has not been established. Ruiz and Carrillo, 1993 found
recombination within the Glu-B3 locus, designating the new locus as Glu-B4, later Liu
and Shepherd (1995) detected a B-type LMW-GS in the durum wheat cultivar Edmore,
encoded by a locus located about 20.9 cM from Glu-B3. It was suggested that this locus
could be the same as the Glu-B2 locus previously described by Jackson et al. (1985)
encoding a D-type subunit. LMW-GS genes are linked to genes (Gli-1loci) coding for γ
and ω gliadins. Due to the linkage between Gli- 1 and Glu- 3 loci, Cornish and Lukow
(1996), proposed to identify the Glu-3 allele through analysis of Gli-1 encoded omegagliadins using SDS-PAGE. Chromosomal localization of genes encoding HMW, LMWGS and gliadins was resumed in Figure 1.6.

Gli-A5

Glu-A1

Gli-A3

Gli-A6

Gli-A4
Gli-B5

Glu-B1

Gli-B3

Gli-D5

Gli-D4
Glu-D1

Figure 1.6 Chromosomal localization of genes encoding HMW, LMW-GS and Gliadins.
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1.5. Relationships of allelic variation at Glu and Gli loci with Wheat
dough Quality
The viscoelastic nature of the gluten proteins in wheat make them unique. The gluten
network is developed during the flour mixing. The gluten proteins interact during the
mixing and form polymers that give rise to dough strength. Highly extensible and
elastic dough properties are ideal for bread. The gluten proteins are grouped into the
high molecular weight (Glu-1 loci), low molecular weight (Glu-3 loci) glutenins and
gliadins (Gli loci).
1.5.1 High Molecular Weight

The HMW subunits of wheat gluten have been studied extensively and it has been
demonstrated that allelic differences among genotypes affects the amount and the
properties of HMW glutenins and the bread making properties of individual genotypes
(Payne et al., 1987).

The use of near-isogenic glutenin deletion lines have confirmed that both the dough
mixing strength and bread making quality are reduced as the HMW glutenins are
deleted (Lawrence et al., 1988, MacRitchie and Lafiandra, 2001). The high amounts of
glutamine residues present in HMW glutenins have a high capacity to form intra and
inter-molecular hydrogen bonds that influence the elasticity of the dough (Gianibelli et
al., 2001).

In bread making strong flour is required and it has been suggested that the introduction
of the HMW glutenin allelic pair 5+10 can improve the strength. Similarly the Glu-B1
subunit 17+18 is strong while subunit 20 is associated with weak dough strength.
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Zeleny sedimentation value are correlated positively with subunits 7+9 and 5+10, and
negatively with 2+12 also extensibility was correlated with subunits 2* and 17+18
(Branlard and Dardevet, 1985).

It has been demonstrated that the high molecular weight glutenins encoded at the GluD1 locus (5+10, 2+12), followed by those encoded at the Glu-A1 (1, 2*, Null) and those
encoded at the Glu-B1 locus (7+9, 17+18) are the principal components contributing to
quality (Payne et al., 1987).

The y-type subunit 10 is responsible for the ‘good quality’ of subunit pair 5+10 (Pogna
et al., 1987). The allelic pair 5+10 has been associated with strength, possibly due to the
presence of one extra cysteine residue not found in 2+12 subunit (Kasarda, 1999).
Nieto- Taladriz et al. (1994) have proposed that the effective predictive methods of
dough properties should be based on the composition of both, HMWG and LMWG
subunits.

The HMW subunits of wheat gluten were studied also at the DNA level. For example,
D'Ovidio and Anderson (1994) have designed locus specific primers to detect the
presence or absence of 1Dx5 gene and to select for the entire locus 1Dx5-1Dy10. The
oligonucleotide primers have further been developed for all six HMWG genes by
D’Ovidio et al. (1995). Later, Ahmad et al. (2000) has reported the utility of specific
PCR primers to identify wheat genotypes carrying glutenin allelic combinations, which
are related to good or poor bread making quality. Bustos et al. (2000) have developed a
set of AS-PCR markers for HMW-glutenin of wheat and have also designed primers
specific for X-null or 2* alleles which would facilitate marker assisted selection. Now,
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screening progeny to differentiate among alleles with different subunit 7 subunits is
possible (Lei et al., 2006).
RP-HPLC and the Lab-on-a-chip system are valuable in quantifying the band (or peak)
representing subunit 7, and thus detecting the over-expressed version (Marchylo et al.,
1989, Vawser and Cornish, 2004, Uthayakumaran et al., 2006).

1.5.2 Low Molecular Weight
Genes encoding the LMW glutenins are present on the short arm of chromosome 1A,
1B, and 1D. The LMW glutenins are one-third of the total seed protein and 60% of the
total glutenins. The HMW and the LMW glutenins form extensive disulphide linked
polymers that influence the dough quality. The LMW glutenins form aggregates that
may be important for dough strength. The cysteine residues in the LMW structure helps
to separate two different HMW polymer-building subunits. The chain extenders (having
two or more cysteine residue) allow the formation of stronger dough’s (Masci et al.,
1998).

The B-type subunits, acts as chain extenders of the growing polymers because of their
ability to form two inter-molecular disulphide bonds. The second group, which includes
most of the C and D-type LMW subunits, act as chain terminators of the growing
polymer. They had only one cysteine available to form an intermolecular disulphide
bond. The polypeptides with single cysteine residue have decreased dough strength and
stability as they act as chain terminators in the glutenin polymers. For simple
comparison between research group results, unique nomenclature of alleles was
important.
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The LMW glutenin subunit allele database is a useful tool for experts working in
various aspects of wheat science and technology. An allele database was provided by
AACCNET (http://www.aaccnet.org/grainbin/pdfs/III_LMW_Subunits.pdf) with large
international collaboration.

A number of studies have revealed that the allelic variation at the LMW-GS loci is
associated with significant differences in dough quality in bread (Gupta et al., 1989,
1994) and durum wheat (Pogna et al., 1990; Ruiz and Carrillo 1993). Payne et al.,
(1984) was the first to associate LMW-GS with quality characteristics of tetraploides
wheats.

Glu-3 alleles have been ranked in Australian cultivars (Gupta and Shepherd, 1988;
Metakovsky et al., 1990; Gupta et al., 1994; Gupta and MacRitchie, 1994). These
authors indicated that the LMW-GS, in combination with the HMW-GS, provided better
predictions than the HMW-GS alone for Rmax (maximum dough resistance). Thus, for
Rmax, the Glu-B3 alleles ranked i> b=a >e=f =g = h> c and the Glu-D3 alleles ranked
e>b >a > c> d. The allele b of Glu-D3 seemed to be associated with more extensible
wheat. They concluded that LMW-GS must be taken into consideration, since the
HMW-GS alone are insufficient to account for differences in quality.

Cornish et al., (1993) found that the Glu-3 allelic pattern bbb (at Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and
Glu-D3, respectively) gave the best extensibility, especially when combined with the
Glu-1 pattern bba (at Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1, respectively). Glu-3 allelic pattern
bbc (at Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3, respectively) also had excellent extensibility.
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They also concluded that Glu-A3e was detrimental to extensibility by virtue of being
null and that Glu-B3 c, d and g had medium to weak dough properties. They suggested
that the best combinations for Glu-3 are bbb, bbc and cbc.

Branlard et al., (2001) also compared allelic effects on quality parameters, finding that
for dough strength the rankings were as follows: at Glu-A3: a = d = f ≥ e, at Glu-B3: b’
≥d = c = c’= b = g >i> f ≥ j and at Glu-D3: a ≥ b=d = c. For extensibility at Glu-A3:
d=a = f ≥ e, at Glu-B3: i≥b’ ≥ c= c’ = g > b= f = d >j, while, at Glu-D3, no significant
differences were found.

Luo et al., (2001) found that in New Zealand cultivars: the Glu- A3 alleles ranked: d >c
= e, coinciding with Gupta et al. (1990); for Rmax; the Glu-B3 alleles ranked: b> g, and
the Glu- D3 alleles ranked: b> a, which coincides both with Gupta et al. (1990) and
Cornish et al. (1993).

1.5.3 Gliadins

Because of their large variability, the genetic polymorphism of gliadins has been used to
evaluate genetic diversity within several germplasms in Australia (Metakovsky et al.,
1990), Yugoslavia (Metakovsky et al., 1991), Italy (Metakovsky et al., 1994), France
(Metakovsky and Branlard, 1998), Spain (Metakovsky et al., 2000), Japan (Tanaka et
al., 2003), India (Ram et al. , 2005) and China (Wu et al., 2007).
A unifying nomenclature for gliadins, now most generally adopted, involves the
allocation of alleles for the six loci at Gli-1 and Gli-2 for the three genomes (A, B and
D). The gliadin alleles were determined on the basis of the same procedure of acidic gel
electrophoresis (Metakovsky and Novoselskaya, 1991).
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Sozinov et al., (1974) were the first to put insight the influence of some gliadin blocks
on the sedimentation values of bread wheats, using a modified Zeleny test.

Significant positive effects of certain gliadin alleles have been reported on gluten
strength (Weegels et al., 1996; Metakovsky et al., 1997a,b). Previous studies showed
that deletions in the Gli 1 loci were found to exhibit greater dough strength (MacRitchie
and Lafiandra, 2001).

In Italian and French gerplasm, a significant effect was found for Gli-B2c for dough
strength (W) determined in the Chopin Alveogrpah (Metakovsky et al., 1997a). In
Australien wheats, it was found that alleles at Gli-A2 (Gli-A2c and Gli-A2m) were
related to high Rmax (Metakovsky et al., 1990). The Gli-A2 was associated to variations
in alveogrpah (L, P/L) parameters and the Gli-D2 alleles were associated to mixograph
parameters (Branlard and Metakovsky, 2006). The effects of gliadin (Gli-1) alleles were
also observed in wheat cultivars grown in Germany, among which the rare gliadin
alleles Gli-B1c and Gli-D1g appear to be associated with superior bread quality (Zeller
et al., 2005).

Wheat quality traits and their parameters are very complex, often polygenic, making it
difficult for a breeder to combine them in a genotype through successive crossing.
Various biotechnological approaches like DNA markers have emerged as powerful tools
to complement conventional methods of breeding by reducing the time taken to produce
cultivars with improved characteristics.
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Many agricultural important traits such as yield, quality and some forms of disease
resistance are controlled by many genes and are known quantitative traits (also
‘polygenic,’ ‘multifactorial’ or ‘complex’ traits). The regions within genomes that
contain genes associated with a particular quantitative trait are known as quantitative
trait loci (QTLs). The identification of QTLs based only on conventional phenotypic
evaluation is not possible. A major advance in the characterization of quantitative traits
that created opportunities to select for QTLs was initiated by the development of DNA
(or molecular) markers in the 1980s.
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1.6. Biotechnology tools for Bread wheat quality improvement

Wheat has a large genome with 16 x 106 kb DNA, 35 times larger than rice (Oryza
sativa L.) and six times larger than maize (Zea mays) (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991).
In wheat, each gene is triplicated, which results in many more allelic forms but greatly
complicates genetical analysis. Recent advances in molecular biology, particularly in
DNA fingerprinting techniques, have opened up the field of genetical analysis in all
crops, including wheat. Through the development and application of molecular marker
systems it is possible to develop comprehensive genetic maps, and using these to
identify important genes.

1.6.1. Genetic markers
There are three major types of genetic markers: (1) morphological markers which
themselves are phenotypic traits or characters; (2) biochemical markers, which include
allelic variants of enzymes called isozymes; and (3) DNA markers, which reveal sites of
variation in DNA.
DNA markers may be broadly divided into three classes based on the method of their
detection: (1) hybridization-based; (2) polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based and (3)
DNA sequence-based (Winter and Kahl, 1995; Jones et al., 1997; Gupta et al., 1999;
Joshi et al., 1999).

Several DNA marker systems have been developed and applied by plant breeders since
the late 1980s such as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), amplified
fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD),
and simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers (Gupta et al., 1999).
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Microsatellites are simple sequence repeats (SSRs) of 1–6 nucleotides. They appear to
be ubiquitous in higher organisms, although the frequency of microsatellites varies
between species. They are abundant, dispersed throughout the genome and show higher
levels of polymorphism than other genetic markers. These features, coupled with their
ease of detection, have made them useful molecular markers. Their potential for
automation and their inheritance in a co-dominant manner are additional advantages
when compared with other types of molecular markers. SSRs have recently become
important genetic markers in cereals, including wheat and barley.

SSRs are easier to use than restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) owing
to the smaller amount of DNA required, higher polymorphism and the ability to
automate assays. SSR markers can easily be exchanged between researchers because
each locus is defined by the primer sequences. SSR assays are more robust than random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) and more transferable than amplified fragment
length polymorphisms (AFLPs). SSRs are now replacing RFLPs in genetic mapping of
crop plants. A combination of SSRs with AFLPs is used to produce detailed genetic
maps. The co-dominant nature of SSRs is also an advantage for genetic mapping.

Their simplicity of use and high information content has ensured that SSRs have largely
replaced RFLPs as a mapping technology in humans (Dib et al., 1996). The
development of SSRs in plants is accelerating, and SSR loci are now being incorporated
into established genetic maps of all the major cereals (Liu et al., 1996; Korzun et al.,
1997; Smith et al., 1997; Stephenson et al., 1998; Somers et al., 2004). The dinucleotide
repeats (AC)n and (AG)n have been most commonly used for construction of genetic
maps in crop plants.
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Most wheat SSR markers are genome-specific and amplify only one specific locus
containing an SSR in the A, B or D genome of bread wheat (Röder et al., 1998).

DNA markers linked to particular loci have been shown to be a powerful tool for
marker-assisted selection (MAS) (Eagles et al., 2001) and may be the most widely used
application of DNA markers. However, transfer of markers to practical plant breeding
has taken longer than expected (Tuvesson et al., 2007). One reason for this delay is the
reduced reliability of diagnostic value of linked markers due to genetic recombination
between marker and target locus.

1.6.2 Construction of linkage maps
Linkage maps indicate the position and relative genetic distances between markers
along chromosomes, which is analogous to signs or landmarks along a highway. The
most important use for linkage maps is to identify chromosomal locations containing
genes and QTLs associated with traits of interest. ‘QTL mapping’ is based on the
principle that genes and markers segregate via chromosome recombination, thus
allowing their analysis in the progeny (Paterson, 1996).

Genes or markers that are tightly-linked will be transmitted together from parent to
progeny more frequently than genes or markers that are located further apart. The
frequency of recombinant genotypes can be used to calculate recombination fractions,
which may by used to infer the genetic distance between markers. By analysing the
segregation of markers, the relative order and distances between markers can be
determined the lower the frequency of recombination between two markers, the closer
they are situated on a chromosome. Markers that have a recombination frequency of
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50% are described as ‘unlinked’ and assumed to be located far apart on the same
chromosome or on different chromosomes. Mapping functions are used to convert
recombination fractions into map units called centi- Morgans (cM). Linkage maps are
constructed from the analysis of many segregating markers.

The three main steps of linkage map construction are: (1) production of a mapping
population; (2) identification of polymorphism and (3) linkage analysis of markers.
1.6.2.1 Production of a mapping population

The construction of a linkage map requires a segregating plant population (i.e. a
population derived from sexual reproduction). The parents selected for the mapping
population will differ for one or more traits of interest.

Population sizes used in preliminary genetic mapping studies generally range from 50 to
250 individuals (Mohan et al., 1997), however larger populations are required for highresolution mapping. Several different populations may be utilized for mapping within a
given plant species, with each population type possessing advantages and disadvantages
(McCouch and Doerge, 1995; Paterson, 1996). F2 populations, derived from F1
hybrids, and backcross (BC) populations, derived by crossing the F1 hybrid to one of
the parents, are the simplest types of mapping populations developed for self pollinating
species. Inbreeding from individual F2 plants allows the construction of recombinant
inbred lines (RILs), which consist of a series of homozygous lines, each containing a
unique combination of chromosomal segments from the original parents.

The length of time needed for producing RI populations is the major disadvantage,
because usually six to eight generations are required. Doubled haploid (DH) populations
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may be produced by regenerating plants by the induction of chromosome doubling from
pollen grains. The major advantages of RIL and DH populations are that they produce
homozygous or ‘true-breeding’ lines that can be multiplied and reproduced without
genetic change occurring. This allows for the conduct of replicated trials across
different locations and years. Thus both RIL and DH populations represent ‘eternal’
resources for QTL mapping.

1.6.2.2 Identification of polymorphism

The second step in the construction of a linkage map is to identify DNA markers that
reveal differences between parents (i.e. polymorphic markers). It is critical that
sufficient polymorphism exists between parents in order to construct a linkage map
(Young, 1994). Once polymorphic markers have been identified, they must be screened
across the entire mapping population, including the parents. This is known as marker
‘genotyping’ of the population.
1.6.2.3 Linkage analysis of markers

The final step of the construction of a linkage map involves coding data for each DNA
marker on each individual of a population and conducting linkage analysis using
computer programs purpose. Linkage between markers is usually calculated using odds
ratios (i.e. the ratio of linkage versus no linkage). This ratio is more conveniently
expressed as the logarithm of the ratio, and is called a logarithm of odds (LOD) value or
LOD score. LOD values of >3 are typically used to construct linkage maps. A LOD
value of 3 between two markers indicates that linkage is 1000 times more likely (i.e.
1000:1) than no linkage (null hypothesis). LOD values may be lowered in order to
detect a greater level of linkage or to place additional markers within maps constructed
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at higher LOD values. Commonly used software programs include Mapmaker/ EXP
(Lander et al., 1987; Lincoln et al., 1993) and MapManager QTX (Manly et al., 2001),
which are freely available from the internet. JoinMap is another commonly-used
program for constructing linkage maps (Stam, 1993).

The accuracy of measuring the genetic distance and determining marker order is directly
related to the number of individuals studied in the mapping population. The greater the
distance between markers, the greater the chance of recombination occurs during
meiosis. Distance along a linkage map is measured in terms of the frequency of
recombination between genetic markers (Paterson, 1996). Mapping functions are
required to convert recombination fractions into centiMorgans (cM) because
recombination frequency and the frequency of crossing-over are not linearly related.

Two commonly used mapping functions are the Kosambi mapping function, which
assumes that recombination events influence the occurrence of adjacent recombination
events, and the Haldane mapping function, which assumes no interference between
crossover events (Hartl and Jones, 2001; Kearsey and Pooni, 1996).

1.6.5 QTL analysis
QTL analysis is based on the principle of detecting an association between phenotype
and the genotype of markers. Markers are used to partition the mapping population into
different genotypic groups based on the presence or absence of a particular marker locus
and to determine whether significant differences exist between groups with respect to
the trait being measured (Tanksley, 1993; Young, 1996) (Figure 1.7).
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Three widely-used methods for detecting QTLs are single-marker analysis, simple
interval mapping and composite interval mapping (Tanksley, 1993).

1.6.5.1 Single-marker analysis

Single-marker analysis is the simplest method for detecting QTLs associated with single
markers. The statistical methods used for single-marker analysis include t-tests, analysis
of variance (ANOVA) and linear regression. Linear regression is most commonly used
because the coeficient of determination (R2) from the marker explains the phenotypic
variation arising from the QTL linked to the marker. This method does not require a
complete linkage map and can be performed with basic statistical software programs.

Figure 1.7 Principle of QTL mapping (adapted from Young, 1996). Based on the results in this
diagram, Marker E is linked to a QTL because there is a significant difference between means.
Marker H is unlinked to a QTL because there is no significant difference between means. The
closer the marker is to the QTL of interest, the lower the chance for recombination between marker
and QTL.
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However, the major disadvantage with this method is that the further a QTL is from a
marker, the less likely it will be detected. This is because recombination may occur
between the marker and the QTL.
1.6.5.2 Simple interval mapping (SIM)

The simple interval mapping (SIM) method makes use of linkage maps and analyses
intervals between adjacent pairs of linked markers along chromosomes simultaneously,
instead of analyzing single markers. The use of linked markers for analysis compensates
for recombination between the markers and the QTL, and is considered statistically
more powerful compared to single-point analysis (Lander and Botstein, 1989).

1.6.5.3 Composite interval mapping (CIM)

More recently, composite interval mapping (CIM) has become popular for mapping
QTLs. This method combines interval mapping with linear regression and includes
additional genetic markers in the statistical model in addition to an adjacent pair of
linked markers for interval mapping (Jansen, 1993; Jansen and Stam, 1994; Zeng, 1993,
1994). The main advantage of CIM is that it is more precise and effective at mapping
QTLs compared to single-point analysis and interval mapping, especially when linked
QTLs are involved. Many researchers have used PLABQTL (Utz and Melchinger,
1996), QTL Cartographer (Basten et al., 1994, 2001), and MapManager QTX (Manly et
al., 2001) to perform CIM.
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1.6.6 QTL mapping for bread wheat quality
QTL analysis has been used to study grain protein content (Joppa et al. 1997, Campbell
et al. 2001, Zanetti et al. 2001, Blanco et al. 2002, Groos et al. 2003, Sourdille et al.
2003, Turner et al. 2004). sedimentation volume (Zanetti et al. 2001), grain hardness
(Zanetti et al. 2001, Sourdille et al. 2003, and Turner et al. 2004), dough properties
(Campbell et al. 2001, Zanetti et al. 2001, and Sourdille et al. 2003) (Table 1.2).
Table 1.2 Summary of mapped QTLs for some quality traits in bread wheat
mapping population
References
Chrom Closet markers
R2
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
7B
wmc662
16.5 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Huang et al., 2006
McCartney et al.,
2B
Xgwm210–Xwmc25 16.7 RL4452/‘AC Domain (DH)
2006
McCartney et al.,
4D
Xwmc617–Xwmc48 28.7 RL4452/‘AC Domain (DH)
2006
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
Protein content
4D
wmc52
32.7 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Huang et al., 2006
McCartney et al.,
4D
Xwmc617–Xwmc48 29.8 RL4452/‘AC Domain (DH)
2006
2B
barc183-gwm644
15.5 Avalon x Hobbit Sib F1 (RSL)
Turner et al., 2004
6B
gwm133-barc24
18.2 Avalon x Hobbit Sib F1 (RSL)
Turner et al., 2004
Chuan 35050 × Shannong 483
5A
Xsrap27–Xwmc524
21.2 cross (RIL)
Sun et al., 2007
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
2D
wmc453
14.2 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
1B
STS Bx7,2
14.9 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
Sedimentation test
15.4 Chuan 35050 × Shannong 483
1D
Glu-D1-Xsrap19
8
cross (RIL)
Sun et al., 2008
Xwmc432a–
Chuan 35050 × Shannong 483
1D
Xwmc336c
16.4 cross (RIL)
Sun et al., 2008
McCartney et al.,
2006
1B
Xgwm403–Xgwm274 14.7 RL4452/‘AC Domain (DH)
McCartney et al.,
4D
Xwmc617–Xwmc48 26
RL4452/‘AC Domain
2006
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
Mixing time
1B
Glu-B1
14.9 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
Chuan 35050 × Shannong 483
1D
Glu-D1-Xsrap19
37.6 cross (RIL)
Sun et al., 2008
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
1D
Glu-D1
55.9 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
5D
Ha locus
63
Avalon x Hobbit Sib F1 (RSL)
Turner et al., 2004
Hardness
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
1B
gdm126b
14.8 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
‘‘AC X Karma’’ and a breeding
Peak height
1D
Glu-D1
20.5 line 87E03-S2B1 (DH)
Sun et al., 2006
McCartney et al.,
4D
Xwmc617–Xwmc48 34.9 RL4452/‘AC Domain (DH)
2006

Traits
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1.7. Objectives
This dissertation is based upon an experiment designed over two years. The objectives
of the present study are:

1) To determine the allelic composition of the Glu and Gli loci in a set of 79 RILs
(‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’).

2) To determine the effect of allelic variation at Glu-1, Gli-1/Glu-3 and Gli-2 loci
and their interactions on several quality parameters.

3) To identify SSR markers associated with the QTLs for traits wheat quality.
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CHAPTER II – MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Plant Material and field trial
A Recombinant inbred lines population Marius/Cajeme71 consisting of 79 individuals
produced from a cross between two commercial cultivars Marius was used as the basis for
this study. Marius (French variety) is soft-grained with higher dough extensibility and
Cajeme71 (CYMMIT variety) is hard-grained with higher dough gluten strength.
Field trial was conducted over two years (2005-2006; 2006-2007) arranged in randomized
complete block design with 2 replicates at experimental field of Escuela Técnica Superior
Ingenieros Agrónomos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

2.2. Protein characterization
Seeds crushed into a fine powder were used to extract the endosperm storage proteins.
Proteins were extracted following the sequential extraction (Singh et al., 1991). Protocols
used are resumed in Box 2.1.
2.2.1 Electrophoresis SDS-PAGE
High and Low molecular weight glutenin subunits are analyzed by Sodium Dodecyl
Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) in 12% polyacrylamide gel
(Payne et al., 1980) was followed. The vertical apparatus Hoeffer SE 615 with the 16 x18
cm glass plates and 1 mm wide spacers was used and 12-15 µl of solution coming from step
8 (Box 2.1) were inserted and gel was running during 3.5 hour at 45 mA. Reagents used are
resumed in Box 2.2.
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1.

Box 2.1 Protocol for prolamin extraction
Prolamins (glutenin and gliadin) were extracted from single seed by grinding them in a mortar.

2.

The flour is treated with 1ml of solution A1 in 1.5ml Eppendorf with vortexing.

3.

Samples are incubated at 65°C during 30 minutes with intermittent vortexing each 10 minutes.

4.

Samples are centrifuged for 2 min at 10000 g and 200 µl the supernatant is transferred to 1.5ml
eppendorf for further use in A-PAGE analysis (Box 2.3).

5.

The pellet is treated again with 1 ml of solution A1 to discard all gliadins remained and step 3
and 4 are repeated. The pellet is treated with 100 µl of 2ml of solution B1 and 20 mg of
dithiotreitol, incubated at 65°C during 30 min with intermittent vortex and centrifuged for 5 min
at 13000 g.

6.

Add to these samples 100 µl of 2ml of solution B1 and 28 µl of 4-vinyl-pyridine (1.4%).
Incubated at 65°C for 15 min and centrifuged for 5 min at 13000 g. Take 100 µl of supernatant
and transfer it to 1.5ml Eppendorf containing 100 µl of solucion C1 followed by vortexing,
incubated at 65°C for 15 min, and proceed with SDS-PAGE

Solution A1: 50ml Propanol-1, 50 ml H2O. Solution B1:10 ml Propanol-1; 1.6ml Tris 1M pH 8.0;
make up to 20ml H2O. Solution C1: 4 gr glycerol, 0.2 gr SDS, 2mg brom0phenol blue; 0.8 Tris 1M
pH 8.0 make up to 10 ml.
Box 2.2 Solutions used in SDS-PAGE
Solution A2: Acrylamide (35%) ;Solution B2 : Bis-acrylamide (2%) ; Solution C2 : Buffer 1M Tris HCL,
pH 8.8 ; Solution D2 : Buffer 1M Tris HCL, pH 6.8; Solution E2 : SDS 10% ; Solution F2 : ammonium
persulfate 1%. Separating gel : 35 ml Solution A2 + 6 ml Solution B2 + 37.6 ml Solution C2 + 16.6ml
H2O + 1 ml Solution E2 + 2.5ml Solution F2 + 50 µl TEMED. Stacking gel : 1.71 ml Solution A2 +
433µl Solution B2 + 2.5ml Solution D2 + 15.2ml H2O + 200µl Solution E2 + 1ml Solution F2 + 20µl
TEMED. Running Gels: 70.5ml Glycine + 15gr TRIS+ 5gr SDS; make up to 5 l H2O.

2.2.2 Electrophoresis A-PAGE
For the characterization of gliadins, the electrophoretic method used by Lafiandra and
Kasarda (1985) was followed (Box 2.3). The vertical apparatus Hoeffer SE 615 with the 16
x18 cm glass plates and 1.5 mm wide spacers was used.
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2.2.3 Gels Staining
The staining procedure is the same for both, SDS-PAGE and A-PAGE gels: (60 gr
Trichloroacetic Acid, 50 ml Coomassie Blue solution stock (2 gr Coomassie Blue make up
to 1L 96% ethanol) make up to 1000ml with deionized water). Staining is usually done
overnight with agitation. The agitation circulates the dye, facilitating penetration, and helps
ensure uniformity of staining. De-stain with water for up to 1 day; dry the gels by the end
by first soaking the gels in 5% glycerol solution during 1 hour and then wrap in cellophane
on glass plates. Let gels dry for at least 3 days.
Box 2.3 A-PAGE
The solution coming from steps 4 (Box1) was evaporated and the pellet was treated by 100 µl with
Solution D1 (DMF), followed by intermittent vortex during 1 hour at ambient temperature.
1. Assemble two glass plates with two side spacers (1.5mm). Degas for at least 10 minutes the separating
gel and load with a syringe. Load quickly at the beginning and slowly once the solution reaches the
comb. Let 3 cm space for stacking gel. Overlay gel with isopropanol to ensure a flat surface and to
exclude air.
2. Assemble top tank onto glass plate assembly. Fill with electrophoresis buffer. The bottom tank buffer
contain 4.5l of Buffer solution B3 (100ml solution B3 in 5 liters) and top tank only 0.75 l. Hook up
electrodes 1) negative (-) black to red, 2) positive(+) red to black. for pre-running the gel for 1 hour at
45 mA. After 1 hour take out the cassette gel, Insert the comb and load the stacking gel.
3. After 15-20 minutes take out the comb and rinse the wells two times with running buffer.
4. Wells were filled by Buffer C3 (20ml Solution C3 + 980 ml distilled water). Insert 15µl of sample en
each well.
5. Electrophoresis take place with the bottom tank buffer contain 4.5l of buffer solution B3 and top tank
contain 0.75 l of buffer C3. Run the gel (45mA, 3.5 hour) until the tracking dye coming off the plates,
and then run for 15 minutes.
Solution D1: 27.4ml DMF, 50 gr Sucrose 20%, 16.7mg crystal violet to 250 ml make up to H2O. Solution
A3: 280 gr acrylamide, 12 gr bis-acrylamide, make up to 1000ml H2O. Solution B3: 35 gr Potassium
Hydroxide, 250 ml lactic acid 85%, make up to 1000ml H2O. Solution C3: 6.25 gr aluminum lactate, 10
ml lactic acid, make up to 1000ml H2O. Solution D3: 17 mg silver nitrate, 1 ml H2O. Solution E3: 90 mg
ammonium persulphate make up to 100 ml H2O. Solution F3: 100 µl H2O2 of 30% make up to 3 ml H2O.
Solution G3: 84 ml Solution A3 + 8 ml Solution B3 + 80 mg ascorbic acid + 10 mg SO4Fe, make up to
400 ml H2O. Solutions A3, B3, C3 are filtred and stored in fridge 4°C. Solutions D3, E3 and F3 are
maked immediatley before their use. Solution G3 was transferred to several tubes (10ml) and stored at 18°C. Separating gel: 25 ml Solution A3 + 2 ml Solution B3 + 1 ml Solution D3 + 50 ml Solution E3
make up to 100 ml H2O. Stacking gel: 15 µl Solution F3; 10ml Solution G3.
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2.2.4 Nomenclature
The high molecular glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) were named according to the system
adopted by Payne and Lawrence (1983). For nomenclature of low molecular glutenin
subunits (LMW-GS), bread wheat as Chinese Spring, Gabo, Jabiru, and Glenlea, were used
as standards as described by Gupta and Shepherd (1990) (Table2.1) (Figure 2.1).
For Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3 loci, Chinese Spring had alleles (a, a, a), Gabo (b, b, b),
Jabiru (c, c, c) and Glenlea (g, g, c). Finaly, gliadin alleles expressed in parent cultivars
were numbered according to Metakovsky et al., (2000) (Figure 2.2 and 2.3).

Table 2.1 Cultivars recommended as standars for each pattern controlled by Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and
Glu-D3 loci
Locus
Allele
Primary standard
a
Chinese spring
b
Gabo
c
Cheyenne
Glu-A3
d
Orca
e
Insignia
f
Rescue
a
Chinese Spring
b
Gabo
c
Insignia
d
Orca
Glu-B3
e
Cheyenne
f
Radja
g
Kharkov
h
Thatcher
i
Noria 61
a
Chinese Spring
b
Gabo
Glu-D3
c
Insignia
d
Jufy1
a
Orca
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Figure 2.1 SDS-PAGE separation of the glutenin subunits found in some bread wheat varieties. 1‘Nisu’; 2- ‘Brimstone’; 3- ‘Gabo’; 4- ‘Radja’;´ 5- ‘Copain’; 6- ‘Courtot’; 7- ‘Salmone’; 8- ‘Chinese
Spring’; 9-‘Clement’; 10- ‘Arche’; 11- ‘Albatros’; 12- ‘Democrat’; 13- ‘Rempart’; 14-‘Chopin’; 15‘Orca’ (Branlard et al., 2003)
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Figure 2.2 Blocks alleles of gliadin components in Marius for gliadin loci according to Metakovsky
(2000)
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Figure 2.3 Blocks alleles of gliadin components in Cajeme71 for gliadin loci according to Metakovsky
(2000)
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2.3. Microsatellites Analysis
Microsatellites analysis was conducted in three laboratories: 1- ETSIA (Escuela de Tecnica
de Ingenieros Agrnomos, Madrid), 2- IPK (Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop
Plant Research, Gatersleben, Germany), and 3-CRC (Cereal Research Center, Winnipeg
Canada).
Polymorphism between parentales lines ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’, SSR were studied by
selecting markers that covers the 3 genomes A, B and D. Microsatellite loci were
designated Xgwm followed by a probe number, according to (Röder et al, 1998). However,
in CRC Laboratory, SSR markers were selected according to a consensus map including
WMC (Wheat Microsatellite Consortium), GWM (Gatersleben Wheat Microsatellite),
GDM (Gatesleben D genome Microsatellite), CFA (Clermont-Ferrand A genome), CFD
(Clermont-Ferrand D genome) and BARC (Beltsville Agriculture Research Center)
(Somers et al., 2004) (Annex 1). Protocols used for DNA extraction and detection system at
ETSIA, IPK and CRC laboratories were presented.
2.3.1. DNA extraction procedure
Seeds were sown and grown in pots in the greenhouse. For each accession, 2 fresh leaf
material of the same plant were harvested and genomic DNA was extracted following
protocols used in each laboratory (Box 2.4, Box 2.5)
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BOX 2.4 DNA extraction protocol in Madrid lab’s, ETSIA, and IPK Gatersleben, Germany (Doyle
and Doyle, 1990)

1. Grind leaf material of each sample (In 2ml tubes) in paint shaker (2x30secand frequency of 25/s). Leaf
material should become homogenous and powdery; do not grind too long, otherwise DNA will be
damaged
2. Add 700 µl extraction Buffer (warmed to 65°C), mix very well; Incubate samples at 65°C in a water
bath for 30-45 min; Under hood add 700 µl CIA to each sample, shake strongly; Centrifugate 15 min at
8000 rpm
3. Transfer supernatant (appr.700 µl) into a new 1.7ml tube; Repeat points 2 to 4
4. add 85 µl acetate mix and 500 µl isopropanol, mix well; Centrifugate precipitated DNA at 8000 rpm
for 30 min
5. Slowly decant supernatant; Wash pellet with 1 ml 70% ethanol, centrifugate for 10 min; Discard
supernatant, centrifuge shortly again and take away the rest of the ethanol with a pipette; Air dry pellet
until DNA turns shiny; add 2 µl RnaseA-solution and 100 µl TE-buffer
6. Incubate at room temperature until DNA is completely dissolved, store at 4°C(short term) or 20°C(long term).
Extraction Buffer:10 gr CTAB, 43.81 g Nacl, 3,72gr de EDTA y 6,05gr de Tris make up to 500 ml
(Autoclave)
CIA solution: Chloroform (96%) 240ml Isoamyl alcohol (4%) 10 ml make up to 250 ml.
Acetate-mix: Sodium acetate 12.31 g + 50 ml (6parts+ PH 5.5); ammonium acetate 38.54 g + 50 ml
(5parts ).
Rnase-solution (Quiagen): stock solution: 100 mg Rnase/ml; working concentration: 100 µg Rnase/ml
DNA-solution.
BOX 2.5 DNA extraction protocol at CRC, Winnipeg, Canada

1. Tissue is harvested, frozen and lyophilized. The tissue (2 x 2.5cm sections) is then placed in 1.2 ml
collection tubes with 200 µl glass beads (2mm) and shaken on the paint shaker for 10-15 min to grind
the tissue to a fine powder.
2. Prepare Extraction Buffer (0.1M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.05 EDTA pH 8.0, 1.25% SDS).
For 1 litre: 100 ml 1.0 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5; 100 ml 0.5M EDTA pH 8.0; 125 ml 10% SDS; 675 ml
distilled H2O
3. Preheat extraction buffer to 65°C and also allow the plates containing the tissue to warm up to room
temperature if they have been stored at -20°C.
4. Add 500 µl of extraction buffer to each tube, seal the plates with caps and shake thoroughly. Incubate
the plate at 65°C for 30 minutes.
5. Place the plates in the fridge (or freezer) to cool them down to room temperature (about 15 minutes)
before adding 250µl 6M ammonium acetate, which is stored at 4°C. Shake vigorously to mix in the
ammonium acetate and then leave to stand for 15 minutes in the fridge.
6. Centrifuge the plate for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm (Sigma 4-15 centrifuge) to collect the precipitated
proteins and plant tissue.
7. Recover 600µl of the supernatant into new collection microtubes containing 360µl of iso-propanol in
each well. Mix thoroughly and allow the DNA to precipitate for 5 minutes.
8. Centrifuge the samples for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm in order to pellet the DNA and then tip off the
supernatant. Allow the remaining fluid to drain off the DNA pellet by inverting the tubes onto a piece of
paper towel. Only invert the tubes for less than 1 minute otherwise you will lose the DNA pellets.
9. Wash the pellet in 500 µl of 70% ethanol.
10. Centrifuge the plate for 15 minutes at 5000 rpm and again discard the supernatant.
11. Resuspend the pellet in 300 µl of distilled water. Leave the DNA to dissolve overnight at 4°C in the
fridge. Try to dislodge the pellet.
12. Spin down the un-dissolved cellular debris by centrifuging the plate for 20minutes at 5000 rpm.
13. Transfer approximately 250-300µl supernatant into a 96 well microtitre plate. Avoid pipetting any
debris at the bottom of the well. Quantify DNA.
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2.3.2. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and detection system
PCR reactions were performed in a volume of 25 µl in Perkin-Elmer (GeneAmp® PCR
System 9700) thermocyclers. The reaction mixture contained 250 nM of each primer, 0.2
mM of each deoxynucleotide, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 unit Taq polymerase, and 50–100 ng of
template DNA. After 3 min at 94°, 45 cycles were performed with 1 min at 94°, 1 min at 50,
55, or 60° (depending on the individual microsatellite), 2 min at 72°, and a final extension
step of 10 min at 72°.
In ETSIA lab, agarose gel (2%) in TBE was used for detecting polymorphism between
parentales lines (TBE 5X: 27gr Tris, 13,75gr Boric acid, 10ml EDTA 0.5M pH 8.0 up to
500ml distilled water) (Figure 2.4). Microsatellites were visualized by gel red (Biotum).
Cajeme71

Marius

Figure 2.4 A gel view image for gwm 577 SSR from mapping population Marius/Cajme71.
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In IPK lab, fragment analysis was carried out on automated laser fluorescence (ALF)
sequencers (Pharmacia) using short gel cassettes (Figure 2.5 and 2.6).
Denaturing gels (0.35 mm thick) with 6% polyacrylamide were prepared using SequaGel
XR (Biozym). The gels were run in 1x TBE buffer [0.09 M Tris-borate (pH 8.3) and 2 mM
EDTA] with 600 V, 50 mA, and 50 W with 2 mW laser power and a sampling interval of
0.84 sec. The gels were reused four times. In each lane, fragments with known sizes were
included as standards. Fragment sizes were calculated using the computer program
Fragment Manager Version 1.2 (Pharmacia) by comparison with the internal size standards
(Figure 2.7).

Figure 2.5 Short gel cassettes

Figure 2.6 Automated laser fluorescence (ALF)

In CRC lab, PCR reactions were performed in a volume of 10 µl: 25 ng of template DNA
per reaction. After 2 min at 94°C, 30 cycles were performed with 1 min to 95°C, 0.5 s to
(61°C or 51°C depending on the individual microsatellite), 0.50 min to (61°C or 51°C) ,
0.5°C/s to 73°C , 1.00 min to 73°C, and a final extension step of 5 min at 73°C and hold at
4°C. Reagents and routine preparations used for PCR reactions are given in Table 2.2 and
Box 2.6. Data collected by fluorescent capillary electrophoresis (ABI 3100 Genetic
Analyzer) were first converted to a gel-like image, using Genographer version 2.1 (Figure
2.10) and assisted by Canvas version 9 for accurate scoring.
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Table 2.2 Reagents and volumes used for PCR reactions
Stock Concentration
Final Concentration
Volume/ reaction (µl)
10X Buffer
1X
1
25mM MgCl2
1.5mM
0.6
10mM dNTPs
0.4mM
0.4
1.0 pmol/µl F-primer
0.2 pmols
0.2
10 pmol/µl R-primer
2.0 pmols
0.2
10 pmol/µl M13 primer
1.8 pmols
0.18
20U/µl Taq
0.5U
0.025
Water
4.9

Figure 2.7 Output of Microsatellite polymorphisms detected by 3 primers pair gwm497, gwm408, and
gwm 294 in Marius, Cajeme and Chineese spring with the internal size standards (73, 231) using
Fragment Manager analyzer Version 1.2 (Pharmacia)
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Figure 2.9 Container ABI (3100)

BOX 2.6 Routine preparations used befor PCR reactions at CRC, Winnipeg, Canada
Primer preparation
- modify the Forward primer sequence by adding “M13” sequence
eg: 5’ - CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C + microsatellite sequence – 3’
- do not modify Reverse primer sequence
- re-suspend F-primer (50 pmol/ul) and R-primer (100 pmol/ul) in distelled water
- make working solutions of F-primer (1.0 pmol/ul) and R-primer (10.0 pmol/ul)
M13 primers
- select either Dye Set “D” or Dye Set “G5”- synthesize “M13” primers with 5’ fluorescent labels
Dye Set “D”
FAM (blue): 5’ - 6-FAM CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
HEX (green): 5’ - HEX CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
NED (yellow): 5’ - NED CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
Dye Set “G5”FAM (blue): 5’ - 6-FAM CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
VIC (green): 5’ - VIC CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
NED (yellow): 5’ - NED CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
PET (red): 5’ - PET CAC GAC GTT GTA AAA CGA C – 3’
- labeled “M13” primers synthesized by Applied Biosystems Custom Oligo Service
- re-suspend “M13” primers (200 pmol/ul) in distilled water - make working solutions (10.0 pmol/ul)
Pooling PCR reactions:
- pool PCR reactions of different “colors” into a new PCR plate as follows (Figure 2.8)
- Dye Set “D”: pool 2.5ul FAM: 3.5ul HEX: 2.5ul NED reactions (mix well)
- Dye Set “G5”: pool 2ul FAM: 2ul VIC: 2ul NED: 3ul PET reactions (mix well)
PREPARING SAMPLES FOR ABI RUN:
-Aliquot 1.6ul of pooled reactions into new PCR plate
- Prepare appropriate amount of formamide + size standard mix (keep on ice):
Dye Set “D”: formamide / GeneScan 500 -ROX mix (40ul ROX: 1000ul formamide)
Dye Set “G5”: formamide/ GeneScan 500 - LIZ mix (40ul LIZ : 1000ul formamide)
-Add 5ul for formamide/ size standard mix to each sample (quick spin)
-Denature plate at 95C for 10 min.; place on ice for 5 min.; quick spin
-Place septa on plate and fit into plate retainer (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.10 A gel view and image of Canvas 9 for Barc 154 (Dye Set G5: FAM) from mapping population Marius/Cajme71.
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2.4. Physical and Quality tests
2.4.1. The Single Kernel Characterization System (SKCS)
Using measurements made at least 100 individual kernels in a sample, The Perten
Single Kernel Characterization System 4100 (SKCS) 4100 determines individual kernel
hardness, weight, diameter and moisture (Figure 2.11). Results are obtained as mean
values and standard deviations for each of the four parameters.

Figure 2.11 The Perten Single Kernel Characterization System 4100 (SKCS)

2.4.2. Milling Quality
50 gr of each samples were tempered to 14.5% for soft wheat or to 15.5% for hard
wheat to improve the flour yield, based on the moisture content of kernel determined by
single kernel hardness test. The amount of water needed to raise the moisture content to
the target percentage was calculated using the following formula: (100- Moisture
content)/ (100 – 14.5 % or 15.5%) - 1 x weight of grain = gr of water required for
tempering. Samples were maintained in plastic bottles with water added and shaken 3-4
times overnight to uniform moisture content. The tempered grains were allowed to rest
before milling them. The grain was then milled (Barbender Mill) to obtain the flour.
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2.4.3. Protein Content
Seeds from lines were milled using Cyclotec Tekator fitted with a 1mm sieve, and
protein content (14% moisture basis) was measured by near-infrared reflectance (NIR)
analysis using Technichon Infranalyzer 300.
2.4.4. Sedimentation Test
Sedimentation volume, as a measure of gluten strength, was lead out with some minor
modification according to Dick and Quick (1983). Sedimentation test was done in
duplicate using racks (20 tubes: each standard clear-glass test tube has 150 mm long)
(Figure 2.12). Within each test, we used Marius (First tube) and Cajeme71 (last tube) as
standards checks. Distilled water (4ml) was added to 1gr flour of each sample, and
mixed for 20 sec with the vortex mixer. Ten minute later; each tube was mixed for 10
sec with the vortex mixer again, and was placed in an upright vertical. Five minutes
later, the stock solution (12 ml) (A Stock solution: 1:48 ratio of 85% lactic acid-water (1:8,v/v)
(10ml Lactic acid 85% + 80ml H2O)
sulfate make up to 5 litre H2O)

and sodium dodecyl sulfate(2%) (100gr Sodium dodecyl

was added to the mixture in the tube. Racks were placed in

agitador oscilante type Zeleny de 40 cycle /minutes, inverted 2 times during 40 second
with 2 minute intermitent period rest. Tubes were placed in an upright vertical position.
After 10 min, the height of the interface line between the solid and the liquid was
measured in millimeters.

Figure 2.12 Sedimentation test for some recombinants inbred lines
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2.4.5. Mixograph
A 10-g Mixograph National Manufacturing CO Lincoln by Finney and Shogren (1972)
was used and methodology by AACC (American Association of Cereal Chemists),
method 54-40A (Figure 2.13)
The mixograph parameters estimated were: Mixing development time (MT), maximum
peak height (MH), height at 3 min after the peak of the curve (H3), and the difference in
percentage between MH and H3 (resistance to breakdown, BDR) (Figure 2.14)

Figure 2.13 A 10-g Mixograph (National Manufacturing)

Peak Height

Peak after 3min

Mixing time

Figure 2.14 Mixograph parameters
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2.4.6. Alveograph
The Alveograph uses air pressure to inflate a thin sheet of dough, simulating the carbon
dioxide bubbles that are present in bread dough, that cause dough to stretch when rising
(Figure 2.15). To proceed, a set amount of dough is mixed. The standard amount of
flour usually used is 250 g. A liquid consisting of 97.5% water and 2.5% sodium
chloride is added depending to their moisture. The flour and water are mixed for 8
minutes, and then the machine extrudes the dough in small sheets. The dough is allowed
to rest, and then it's moved to the Alveograph, which then inflates the dough until it
bursts, and measures the point at which it burst. Parameters as dough tenacity (Pmax),
extensibility (L) and dough strenght (W) are recorded.

Figure 2.15 Chopin Alveograph
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2.5. Statistic Analysis
2.5.1. Descriptive statistic
Summary statistics including measures of the mean, standard deviation and as
skewness, which indicate how much a distribution varies from a normal distribution,
were calculated using the SPSS 10.0. Transformations such as a log and inverse
transformation was used to make a skewed distribution more normal. Finally,
correlations between variables were done by a Pearson correlation coefficient.
2.5.2. Analysis of variance
Several quality parameters were influenced by grain hardness and protein content. Both
parameters were introduced into the variance analysis model, as cofactors, in order to
estimate only the part played by the different wheat storage protein loci in the
explanation of the quality parameters. No significant treatments and interaction terms
were removed from the model.
The block effect is considered as random effect while the environment effect (Year) was
introduced in the model as fixed. Block effects are usually considered random because
the blocks in the experiment constitute only a small subset of the larger set of blocks
over which inferences about treatment means are to be made. In other words, the
investigator wants to estimate and compare treatment means with statements of
precision (confidence intervals) and levels of statistical significance (from tests of
hypothesis) that are valid in reference to the entire population of blocks, not just those
blocks of experimental units in the experiment. To do so requires proper specification of
random effects in model equations. In turn, computations for statistical methods must
properly accommodate the random effects. The model for data from a randomized
blocks design usually contains fixed effects for treatment contributions or factors and
random effects for blocking factors contributions, making it a mixed model (Littlel et
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al., 2006). Therefore, the analysis of randomized block designs is best analyzed as a
"mixed" model, which allows the random effects to be fit using maximum likelihood
techniques. Anova procedures do not recognize random effects while fitting the model
and consequently, standard errors and/or tests of hypotheses are frequently incorrect
(Altman, 1998).
PROC MIXED does not produce an analysis of variance table. PROC MIXED has three
options for the method of estimation. They are: ML (Maximum Likelihood), REML
(Restricted or Residual maximum likelihood, which is the default method) and
MIVQUE0 (Minimum Variance Quadratic Unbiased Estimation). ML and REML are
based on a maximum likelihood estimation approach. They require the assumption that
the distribution of the dependent variable (error term and the random effects) is normal.
ML is just the regular maximum likelihood method, that is, the parameter estimates that
it produces are such values of the model parameters that maximize the likelihood
function. REML method is a variant of maximum likelihood estimation; REML
estimators are obtained not from maximizing the whole likelihood function, but only
that part that is invariant to the fixed effects part of the linear model (SAS, 1996).
The individual genetic effect of HMW-GS alleles, LMW-GS and gliadins on the
characteristics of wheat quality is the most studied effect, but how they interact and the
different combinations of these alleles and the genetic effect they produce in gluten
properties have not been widely studied (Martínez-Cruz et al., 2007).
Data analysis was divided into two Model I and Model II (Table 2.3). For Model II,
we used new variables: Glu1, Glu3 and Gli2 (for example: Glu1: is a combination
within Glu-1 loci).
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Treatment comparisons were tested with the Lsmeans statement in Model I and II,
specifying ADJUST=TUKEY because our data are unbalanced. The Tukey-Kramer test
is an extension of the Tukey test to unbalanced designs, is a method is a true "multiple
comparison" test, appropriate when all pairwise comparisons are of interest. The test is
an exact

-level test if the sample sizes are the same, and it is slightly conservative for

unequal sample sizes (SAS, 1996).
PROCMIXED uses the approximation described in (Kramer, 1956). A macro (Pdmix
800) was used for converting mean separation output to letter groupings in Proc Mixed.
This macro takes two data sets from Proc MIXED (Version 8), created by the DIFFS
option on the LSMEANS statement. If an ADJUST= option is used, the pdiffs from this
are used, not the unadjusted defaults. The pdiffs are converted to groups, labeled by
numbers, and this is merged onto the lsmeans data set. The numbers are converted to
letters; means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at 5% (Saxton,
1998).

Table 2.2 : SAS program used in data analysis
Tasks
SAS Program
PROC mixed data=work.sam ;
To check significance of each
CLASS Block Year Glu Gli;
individual loci (Glu-A1,GluB1,Glu-D1,Glu-B3,Glu-D3,Gli-A2, MODEL Pmax = Year Hardness Protein content Glu|Gli ;
Random Block ;
Gli-B2 (Model I).
Lsmeans /cl adjust=Tukey pdiff ;
ods output lsmeans=mmm diffs=ppp;
run;
%include 'pdmix800.sas ';
%pdmix800(ppp,mmm);
RUN;
PROC mixed data=work.sam;
To check significance of each loci
CLASS Year Block Glu1 Glu3 Gli2;
combination (Glu-1, Glu-3, Gli-2
MODEL TM = Year Hardness Protein content Glu1|Glu3|Gli2;
(Model II).
Random Block;
lsmeans Glu1 Glu3 Gli2/ cl adjust=Tukey pdiff ;
ods output lsmeans=mmm diffs=ppp;
run;
%include 'C:\pdmix800.sas';%pdmix800 (ppp,mmm);RUN;
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2.5.3. Map construction and QTL analysis

Linkage groups analysis was performed using the JOINMAP version 3.0 using the
Kosambi mapping function (Kosambi, 1944) to transform recombination frequencies
into centiMorgans. A threshold log likelihood ratio (LOD) of 3.0 was used to arrange
markers into linkage groups. Few heterozygotes identified in case of microsatellite
markers were coded as missing data in the JOIMAP analysis.
Linkage groups were created individually and assigned to chromosomes via comparison
to a consensus map for bread wheat (Somers et al., 2004).
QTL detection was performed by Composite interval mapping (CIM) (Zeng, 1994) to
identify genomic regions associated with the traits evaluated using the program QTL
Cartographer 1.3 (Basten et al., 2001). The program performs a multiple regression on
evenly distributed positions of the linkage map. It calculates the test statistic (LOD)
based on the sum of squares of the regression in a model with a QTLs versus the sum of
squares of the regression in a model without QTLs. A forward and backward stepwise
regression was performed to choose factors before QTL detection by CIM. Ten
cofactors with the highest F value were taken into account. A window size of 10 cM
around the test interval was chosen or all analyses. Permutation tests were performed to
estimate appropriate significant thresholds for CIM. After 1000 permutations, LOD
thresholds of 2.5 were chosen for CIM. For each QTL, the position, the additive effects,
and the percentage of phenotypic variation explained were presented.
Also, the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by each QTL marker was
estimated using the coefficient of determination (R2) which is based on the partial
correlation of a putative QTL with the trait adjusted for cofactors in the multi-locus
model. For each QTL, the regression coefficient from the multi-locus model was used to
estimate

the

additive

effect

of

the

"Marius"

or

"Cajeme71"

allele.
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CHAPTER III - RESULTS
3.1. Prolamins analysis
The SDS PAGE and A-PAGE were used to screen the prolamins (HMW, LMW and
gliadins) allelic patterns of the 79 recombinant inbred lines and the parent cultivars
‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ (Figure 3.1, Table 3.4).
3.1.1. Glutenins
3.1.1.1. High Molecular Weight (HMW-GS)
A total of five different HMW-GS bands representing three genetic loci Glu-A1, Glu-B1
and Glu-D1 were expressed. ‘Marius’ has subunits null, 7+9, and 4+12 respectively;
and ‘Cajeme71’ has subunits 1, 17+18, 5+10. HMW subunits glutenin expressed in
parent cultivars ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: High molecular weight glutenin subunits expressed
in parent cultivars
Glu-A1
Glu-B1
Glu-D1
Null
7*+9
4+12
‘Marius’
1
17+18
5+10
‘Cajeme71’

3.1.1.2 Low Molecular Weight (LMW-GS)
A total of six LMW-GS bands representing three genetic loci Glu-A3, Glu-B3 and GluD3 were detected. Parental lines had the same allele for Glu-A3 locus. LMW glutenin
subunits expressed in parent cultivars ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ are resumed in Table
3.2.
Table 3.2: Low molecular weight glutenin subunits expressed in
parent cultivars
Glu-A3
Glu-B3
Glu-D3
d
‘Marius’
g=g3
c=c3
h
a
‘Cajeme71’ d

The Glu-B3(g3), Glu-D3(c3), Gli-B1 (g1), Gli-B2(g2) and Gli-B2(c2) alleles were used
only in this chapter to avoid amibiguity with those described Glu-B3(g), Glu-D3(c), GliB1(g), Gli-B2 (g) and Gli-B2(c).
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3.1.2. Gliadins
Parent cultivars ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ showed eight different gliadins band patterns.
In this cross, parent cultivars had the same allele for Gli-A1 and Gli-D2 locus. Gliadin
alleles expressed in parent cultivars are summarized in Table 4.3. After analyzing all
gliadins alleles, it was confirmed that ω, γ gliadins encoded at the Gli-B1 and Gli-D1
loci were completely linked to the LMW glutenins subunits Glu-B3 and Glu-D3
respectively.
Table 3.3 : Gliadins alleles expressed in parent cultivars
Gli-A1
Gli-B1
Gli-D1
Gli-A2
Gli-B2
‘Marius’
o
j
l
g=g1
g=g2
‘Cajeme71’ o
d
a
p
c=c2

Glutenins

‘Cajeme71’

‘Marius’

‘Marius’

4
5

‘Cajeme71’

j

a

o

o

1

HMW

Gli-D2
m
m

Gliadins

ω

7*
17
9

g1

18
12
d

10

g3
h

γ

d
d
g2

LMW

c2

c3

β

a

m

m

α
l

p

Figure 3.1 Electrophoretic patterns and corresponding alleles (selected) for scoring in Glutenins
(HMW-GS and LMW-GS) and from blocks of gliadin in ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ (ω, γ, β, α, on
the left).
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4

5

6

Figure 3.2 SDS-PAGE separation of the glutenin subunits found in parentales lines ‘Cajeme71’ (1)
and ‘Marius’ (2) in standard cultivars : Chinese Spring (3), Gabo (4), Jabiru (5), Glenlea (6) and in
some recombinant inbred lines.
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2

Figure 3.3 A-PAGE separation of the gliadin subunits found in parentales lines ‘Marius’ (1) and
‘Cajeme71’ (2) and in some recombinant inbred lines.
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RILs
670
671
673
674
676
677
678
679
680
681
683
684
685
686
688
689
690
691
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
713
714
716
718
720
721
722
724
725
726
727
729

Results
Table 3.4: Allelic composition of 79 recombinant inbred lines
Glu-A1
Glu-B1
Glu-D1
Glu-B3 Glu-D3 Gli-A2
1
7*+9
4+12
h
c3
p
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
17+18
4+12
h
a
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
l
Null
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
l
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
p
Null
7*+9
5+10
g3
c3
p
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
p
Null
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
p
1
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
l
1
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
p
Null
17+18
4+12
h
c3
p
Null
17+18
4+12
h
c3
p
1
7*+9
5+10
h
a
l
1
7*+9
5+10
h
a
l
1
17+18
4+12
h
c3
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
c3
p
Null
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
1
7*+9
5+10
g3
c3
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
7*+9
4+12
h
c3
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
7*+9
5+10
h
c3
p
1
7*+9
5+10
g3
c3
p
1
7*+9
5+10
h
a
l
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c3
l
Null
17+18
4+12
g3
c
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
c
p
1
17+18
4+12
g3
c
l
1
7*+9
4+12
h
a
p
1
7*+9
5+10
g3
c
p
1
17+18
4+12
h
c
p

Gli-B2
c2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c2
c2
g2
g2
g2
c2
c2
g2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
c2
g2
c2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c
g2
g2
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730
731
732
734
736
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
761
762
764
765
766
768
770
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Glu-A1
Null
1
1
1
Null
Null
1
Null
1
Null
1
Null
1
Null
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Null
1
Null
Null
1

Table 3.4 (continued)
Glu-B1 Glu-D1 Glu-B3
7*+9
5+10
h
7*+9
5+10
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
17+18
4+12
g3
17+18
4+12
g3
17+18
4+12
g3
7*+9
5+10
h
7*+9
5+10
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
17+18
4+12
h
7*+9
5+10
h
17+18
4+12
g3
7*+9
4+12
h
17+18
4+12
h
17+18
4+12
h
17+18
4+12
g3
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
4+12
h
7*+9
5+10
h
17+18
4+12
g3
7*+9
5+10
h
17+18
4+12
h
7*+9
5+10
h
7*+9
4+12
h

Glu-D3
a
c3
a
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
a
c3
a
a
c3
a
c3
c3
a
c3
a
c3
c3
c3
a
a
a
c3
a
c3
c3
a

Gli-A2
l
l
p
p
p
l
l
l
l
l
p
p
p
p
p
p
l
l
p
p
p
l
l
p
p
l
l
p
l
p

Gli-B2
c2
c2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c2
c2
c2
c2
c2
c2
g2
g2
c2
g2
g2
g2
g2
c2
c2
c2
c2
g2
c2
g2
c2
g2

3.2. Means and Correlations between quality parameters
Descriptive statistic were made using SPSS. Means, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum, skweness, and correlations between parameters of quality were presented in
Tables 3.5, 3.6. All traits were normally distributed except original data from mixing
time, tenacity and strength of dough. Correlation coefficients among the quality
parameters over two seasons showed that grain hardness have positive correlation with
tenacity (r=0.75) and W (r=0.64).
A positive correlation was observed too between sedimentation test and Mixing time
(r=0.59), tenacity (r=0.44), strength of dough (r=0.56) and negative correlation with
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Breakdown (r=-0.53) and extensibility (r=-0.44). Mixing time exhibited a strong
correlation with tenacity (r=0.78) and strength of dough (r=0.80). A strong correlation
(r=0.93) was observed between tenacity and strength of dough. A Correlations matrix
for hardness, protein content, mixograph and alveograph parameters were presented in
table in Table 3.6.

Hardness

Table 3.5 Descriptive Statistics for quality parameters
N ‘Marius’ ‘Cajeme71’ Mean
Min
Max
Std. Dev Skewness Std. Error
158
35.86
69.41
47,66
19,24
90,26
24,54
0,574
0,19

PC (%)

158

13.87

SDSS (mm)

158

Mixing Time(s)

144

Breakdown (%)

15.42

14,57

12,82

16,65

0,79

0,467

0,19

45

105

81,69

30,00

107,08

18,87

-0,671

0,19

45

77.25

67,23

22,00

171,00

36,21

1,151

0,20

150

40.5

24.80

29,75

11,79

60,00

7,80

0,118

0,20

P (mmH2O)

144

28

94.28

54,53

22,15

156,00

35,16

1,462

0,20

L(mm)

145

158

90

154,92

62,32

283,50

54,15

0,203

0,20

W (Jx10-4)

143

63

388

182,93

60,08

466,45

106,22

1,077

0,20

PC: Protein content; SDSS: Sedimentation test, P: dough tenacity L: dough extensibility W: dough strength

Table 3.6 Correlations coefficients among the quality parameters measured over two seasons (20052006; 2006-2007)
PC SDSS TM
BD
P
L
W
**
**
**
**
NS 0,37 -0,38 0,75 -0,49 0,64**
Hardness NS
PC
SDSS

NS

0,36** 0,26** 0,26** 0,34** 0,27**
0,59** -0,53** 0,44** -0,44** 0,56**

MT

-0,60** 0,78** -0,59** 0,80**

BD

-0,64** 0,45** -0,68**

P

-0,67** 0,93**

L

-0,55**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. N.S: Non significant
PC: Protein content SDSS: Sedimentation test; MT: Mixing time; BD: Breakdown (mixing tolerance); P: Tenacity; L: extensibility,
W: strength of dough
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3.3. Analysis of variance for quality traits
3.3.1 Sedimentation Test:
The effect of Year and Block were not significant. Model 1 showed that the HMW-GS
controlled at the Glu-D1 locus had the greatest effect of the three HMW-GS loci on
sedimentation test (Table 3.7). Based on the data from two environments and using
Tukey-Kramer Post-hoc tests for Glu-A1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3 and Glu-D3, the effects of
glutenin loci could be ranked as follows: null<1; 4+12<5+10, g3>h, and c3>a
respectively (Figure 3.4).
Table 3.7 Test of simple effect for sedimentation test
(Model I)
R2 = 64%

Effect
Hardness
Protein Content
Glu-A1
Glu-D1
Glu-A1*Glu-D1
Glu-B3
Glu-D3

F Value
38.75
15.95
81.67
170.61
33.50
27.26
32.90

Pr > F
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Sedimentation test (mm)
100

90.1

90
80 72.46
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Null

1

4+12

7*+9
17+18

Glu-A1

Glu-B1

5+10
Glu-D1

h
g3

hg3

Glu-B3

c3

a

Glu-D3

Figure 3.4 Sedimentation test (mm) means comparisons of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3 and
Glu-D3
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The two loci interaction Glu-A1 x Glu-D1 was subjected to a Post-hoc analysis and
showed that the best subunits/ allele combinations for sedimentation test were: 1, 5+10
and Null, 5+10 (Table 3.8).
Table 3.8 Sedimentation test (mm) means comparisons of two loci interaction GluA1*Glu-D1 using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
GluA1 GluD1 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
Null
4+12
61.2273
1.4096
58.4536 64.0010 C
Null
5+10
92.3424
2.4113
87.5978 97.0871 A
1
4+12
84.2709
1.1537
82.0007 86.5410 B
1
5+10
97.3357
1.7041
93.9824 100.69
A

Model II showed that the most variation of sedimentation test variation was explained
by Glu-1 and Glu-3 (Table 3.9). The interaction term Glu-1 x Glu-3 was subjected to a
Post-hoc analysis and showed that the best allele combinations for sedimentation test
were: 1;7*+9;5+10,g3;c3 and Null;7*+9;5+10,g3;c3. However, lines with allele
combination: (Null; 17+18; 4+12, h, a) had lower sedimentation test (49.71mm) (Table
3.10).
Table 3.9 Test of fixed effect for sedimentation test (Model II)
R2 = 68%
Effect
Hardness
Protein content
Glu-1
Glu-3
Glu-1* Glu-3

F-Value
18.92
10.64
63.18
16.19
3.27

Pr > F
<.0001
0.0012
<.0001
<.0001
0.0023

Table 3.10 Sedimentation test (mm) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-1*Glu- 3 using
Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-1
Glu-3
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
72.69
2.86
67.06
78.32
DF
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
62.96
3.94
55.19
70.72
FG
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
107.88
5.71
96.62
119.13
AB
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
91.91
2.29
87.40
96.43
ABC
Null;7*+9;5+10
h;a
78.96
5.59
67.95
89.97
CDF
Null;17+18;4+12 g3;a
64.94
3.43
58.19
71.69
F
Null;17+18;4+12 h;a
49.71
1.79
46.18
53.24
G
1;17+18;4+12
g3;c3
92.72
5.55
81.79
103.65
ABCD
1;17+18;4+12
g3;a
74.89
2.81
69.35
80.44
DEF
1;17+18;4+12
h;a
76.23
1.71
72.84
79.61
DF
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
101.53
2.30
96.99
106.07
A
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
98.44
2.56
93.38
103.49
ABC
1;7*+9;5+10
h;a
96.82
3.28
90.35
103.30
ABC
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
95.18
1.62
91.98
98.38
ABC
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
87.27
2.36
82.63
91.92
BCE
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3.3.3 Mixograph parameters:
3.3.3.1 Mixing time (MT)(sec)
Original data for mixing time was transformed (Log10) to achieve normality. Mixing
time was influenced by protein content but not by grain hardness. Model I showed that
the Glu-D1 and Gli-A2 had the greatest effect on mixing time (Table 3.11). The TukeyKramer Post-hoc tests showed this ranking for Glu-A1, Glu-D1 and Gli-A2 respectively:
1>Null, 5+10>4+12 and l>p.
Table 3.11 Test of simple effect for Mixing time (Model I)
R2 = 61%

Effect
Protein content
GluA1
Glu-D1
Gli-A2
Glu-D1*Glu-D3
Glu-D1*Gli-A2
Glu-D3*Gli-A2

F Value
18.07
29.07
112.65
103.06
41.43
66.78
46.89

Pr > F
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Post-hoc analysis for interaction terms Glu-D1*Glu-D3; Glu-D1*Gli-A2 and GluD3*Gli-A2, showed that the best subunits/ allele combinations for mixing time were:
for Glu-D1*Glu-D3 : Glu-D1(5+10), Glu-D3(c3), for Glu-D1*Gli-A2: Glu-D1(5+10),
;Gli-A2(l) and for Glu-D3*Gli-A2 : Glu-D3(a); Gli-A2(l) (Table 3.12, 3.13, 3.14).
Table 3.12 Mixing time (s) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-D1*Glu-D3
using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-D1
Glu-D3
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
4+12
a
78.0956
3.7077
70.7984 85.3927 B
4+12
c3
45.3482
1.7083
41.9859 48.7104 C
5+10
a
94.6528
4.8232
85.1601 104.15
B
5+10
c3
109.69
2.8051
104.17
115.21
A
Table 3.13 Mixing time (s) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-D1*Gli-A2
using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-D1
Gli-A2
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
4+12
l
68.7906
3.5519
61.8000 75.7811 B
4+12
p
54.6532
1.9594
50.7968 58.5095 C
5+10
l
132.72
3.1323
126.56
138.89
A
5+10
p
71.6198
4.4475
62.8666 80.3729 B
Table 3.14 Mixing time (s) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-D3*Gli-A2
using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-D3
Gli-A2
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
a
l
117.36
4.2639
108.97
125.75
A
a
p
55.3853
4.1806
47.1574 63.6132 D
c3
l
84.1519
2.3821
79.4636 88.8403 B
c3
p
70.8876
2.1322
66.6912 75.0841 C
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Model II showed that the proportion of mixing time variation was explained mostly by
Glu-1, Gli-2 and Glu-3(Table 3.15). Their effects were subjected to a Post-hoc analysis.
The Tukey-Kramer tests exhibit this ranking: For Glu-1 1;7*+9;5+10 = Null;7*+9;5+10
(MT ≥ 91s) > 1;7*+9;4+12 = 1;17+18;4+12 (MT ≥ 51s) ≥ Null;7*+9;4+12 (MT =46s) ≥
Null;17+18;4+12 (MT=39s ); for Glu-3 : (g3;c3) =(g3;a) (MT ≥ 63) > (h;a) (MT =50s)
and for Gli-2 (l;c2) (MT =76s) ≥ (l;g2) = (p;c2) = (p;g2) (MT ≤ 60s) (Table 3.16).
Table 3.15 : Tests of fixed effects for mixing time (Model II)
R2 = 62%

Effect
F-Value
Pr>F
Protein content
7.33
0.0072
Glu-1
7.09
<0.0001
Glu-3
3.70
0.0259
Gli-2
8.37
<0.0001
Table 3.16: Mixing time means comparisons of Glu-1, Glu-3, Gli-2 using Post-hoc TukeyKramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-1
Glu-3
Gli-2 Means Means(Log(MT)) S.E
Min Max Group
Null;7*+9;4+12
46.77
1.67
0.039 1.59 1.75 BC
Null;7*+9;5+10
91.20
1.96
0.031 1.89 2.02 A
Null;17+18;4+12
39.81
1.60
0.029 1.54 1.66 C
1;17+18;4+12
51.29
1.71
0.025 1.66 1.76 B
1;7*+9;5+10
93.33
1.97
0.026 1.92 2.02 A
1;7*+9;4+12
60.26
1.78
0.02
1.73 1.83 B
g3;c3
69.18
1.84
0.021 1.80 1.88 A
g3;a
63.10
1.80
0.018 1.76 1.83 A
h;a
50.12
1.70
0.028 1.65 1.76 B
l;g2
60.26
1.78
0.033 1.71 1.84 AB
l;c2
75.86
1.88
0.02
1.82 1.94 A
p;c2
51.29
1.71
0.029 1.66 1.77 B
p;g2
56.23
1.75
0.018 1.71 1.79 B

3.3.3.2 Breakdown (%)
Breakdown was not influenced by grain hardness, neither by protein content. Most of
variation of breakdown was due mostly to Glu-D3 and Gli-A2 (Table 3.17). The TukeyKramer Post-hoc tests showed this ranking for Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-D3 and Gli-A2
respectively: 7*+9<17+18, 5+10<4+12, c3<a, l<p (Figure 3.5).
Table 3.17 Tests of simple effects for break down (Model I) (R2 = 38%)
Effect
F Value
Pr > F
Glu-B1
4.82
0.0288
Glu-D1
5.73
0.0173
Glu-D3
19.52
<.0001
Gli-A2
20.12
<.0001
Glu-D1*Glu-D3
7.58
0.0062
Glu-D3*Gli-A2
10.19
0.0016
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Breakdown(%)
35

32.48

30

26.24

25
20
15
10
5
0

Null 1

Glu-A1

7*+9

4+12
17+18

Glu-B1

5+10

h
g3

Glu-D1

g3
h

Glu-B3

a
c3

c

a

Glu-D3

l

p

Gli-A2

g2

c2

Gli-B2

Figure 3.5: Break down means comparisons of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3 Gli-A2
and Gli-B2

Post-hoc analysis for interaction terms Glu-D1*Glu-D3; and Glu-D3*Gli-A2, showed
that the best allele combinations for breakdown were: for Glu-D1*Glu-D3: GluD1(4+12), Glu-D3(a), and for Glu-D3*Gli-A2 : Glu-D3(a); Gli-A2(p); Glu-D3(a); GliA2(l) and Glu-D3(c3); Gli-A2(p) (Table 3.18, 3.19).
Table 3.18 Breakdown (%) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-D1*Glu-D3 using Post-hoc
Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-D1
Glu-D3
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
4+12
c3
24.8952
1.4983
21.9468 27.8436
B
4+12
a
33.9991
0.8024
32.4200 35.5781
A
5+10
c3
25.3758
1.7915
21.8503 28.9013
B
5+10
a
26.5118
1.2782
23.9964 29.0272
B
Table 3.19 Beakdown (%) means comparisons of interaction term Glu-D3*Gli-A2 using
Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5%
Glu-D3
Gli-A2
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
c3
l
20.1270
1.6494
16.8812
23.3727 B
c3
p
30.1441
1.6063
26.9830
33.3051 A
a
l
29.4412
0.8445
27.7794
31.1030 A
a
p
31.0697
0.9470
29.2061
32.9333 A

Model II showed that the proportion of breakdown variation was explained mostly by
Gli-2 and Glu-3 (Table 3.20). The Tukey-Kramer Post-hoc tests showed that lines with
allelic composition (Gli-2) equal to (l; c2) showed the lowest breakdown in two years:
20.59 % and 24.40 respectively (Table 3.21).
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Table 3.20 : Tests of simple effects for break down (Model II)
R2 = 42%

Effect
Glu-3
Gli-2
Year*Gli-2

F-Value
7.34
17.93
3.89

Pr>F
0.0008
<.0001
0.0094

Table 3.21: Breakdown means comparisons of Glu-3 and
Year*Gli-2 using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at
5%
Glu-3
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
g3,c3
31.6008 1.3580 28.9282
34.2734 A
h,c3
30.2579 0.9094 28.4682
32.0476 A
h,a
26.0033 0.9707 24.0929
27.9136 B
Year Gli-2
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
1
l;g2
33.6440 1.6531 30.3906
36.8974 A
1
l;c2
20.5983 1.5633 17.5216
23.6749 C
1
p;c2
34.7427 1.6114 31.5714
37.9140 A
1
p;g2
31.5446 1.2122 29.1591
33.9301 A
2
l;g2
31.2941 1.6531 28.0407
34.5474 AB
2
l;c2
24.4078 1.5633 21.3311
27.4844 BC
2
p;c2
28.8720 1.6387 25.6470
32.0970 AB
2
p;g2
29.1952 1.2110 26.8119
31.5785 AB

3.3.4. Alveograph
3.3.4.1 Tenacity P (mm H2O)
The original data for tenacity was transformed using inverse method (1/X) to
accomplish normality. Tenacity was influenced by grain hardness, and not by protein
content (Table 3.22). Model I showed that the most variation of tenacity was due to
Glu-A1, Glu-D1 and Gli-B2. The Tukey-Kramer Post-hoc tests showed this ranking for
Glu-A1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, and Gli-B2 respectively: 1>Null, 5+10>4+12, h<g3, g2<c2
(Figure 3.6).
Table 3.22 : Tests of simple effects for tenacity (Model I) R2 = 74%
Effect
F Value Pr > F
Hardness
146.68
<.0001
GluA1
31.41
<.0001
GluD1
82.42
<.0001
GliB2
21.45
<.0001
GluD1*GluB3
20.82
<.0001
GluD1*GliB2
24.56
<.0001
GluA1*GliB2
14.47
0.0002
GluA1*GluB3
11.50
0.0008
GluB3*GliB2
6.90
0.0091
GluA1*GluD1*GluB3 6.36
0.0020
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Figure 3.6: Tenacity means comparisons of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3 Gli-A2, and Gli-B2

Post-hoc analysis for interaction terms Glu-D1*Glu-B3; Glu-D1*Gli-B2, Glu-A1*GliB2, Glu-A1*Glu-B3 and for Glu-B3*Gli-B2 showed that the best allele combinations for
tenacity were: Glu-A1(1); Glu-D1(5+10), Glu-B3(g3), Gli-B2 (c2) (Table 3.23).
Table 3.23 Tenacity means comparisons for GluD1*GluB3 GluD1*GliB2, GluA1*GliB2,
GluA1*GluB3, and GluB3*GliB2 using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer grouping method at 5
Glu-D1 Glu-B3 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
4+12
h
0.02529
0.000652
0.02400
0.02657
A
4+12
g3
0.02919
0.001545
0.02615
0.03223
A
5+10
h
0.02097
0.000770
0.01946
0.02249
B
5+10
g3
0.01472
0.002300
0.01019
0.01925
C
Glu-D1 Gli-B2 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
4+12
g2
0.02861
0.000576
0.02747
0.02974
A
4+12
c2
0.02587
0.001560
0.02280
0.02894
AB
5+10
g2
0.02424
0.001040
0.02219
0.02629
B
5+10
c2
0.01145
0.002096
0.007326
0.01558
C
Glu-A1 Gli-B2 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
Null
g2
0.02761
0.000902
0.02584
0.02939
A
Null
c2
0.02321
0.002043
0.01918
0.02723
A
1
g2
0.02524
0.000762
0.02374
0.02674
A
1
c2
0.01411
0.001549
0.01107
0.01716
B
Glu-A1 Glu-B3 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
Null
h
0.02418
0.000809
0.02259
0.02578
A
Null
g3
0.02663
0.002195
0.02231
0.03096
A
1
h
0.02207
0.000638
0.02082
0.02333
A
1
g3
0.01728
0.001641
0.01405
0.02051
B
Glu-B3 Gli-B2 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
h
g2
0.02503
0.000738
0.02358
0.02648
B
h
c2
0.02123
0.000752
0.01975
0.02271
C
g3
g2
0.02782
0.000922
0.02600
0.02963
A
g3
c2
0.01609
0.003082
0.01003
0.02216
C
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Post-hoc analysis for interaction terms Glu-A1*Glu-D1* Glu-B3 showed that the best
allele combinations for tenacity were: Glu-A1(1); Glu-D1(5+10), Glu-B3(g3)(Table
3.24).
Table 3.24 Tenacity means comparisons for Glu-A1*Glu-D1*Glu-B3 using Post-hoc Tukey-Kramer
grouping method at 5
Glu-A1 Glu-D1 Glu-B3 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
Null
4+12
h
0.02783
0.001046
0.02578
0.02989 AB
Null
4+12
g3
0.03272
0.001919
0.02894
0.03650 A
Null
5+10
h
0.02053
0.001087
0.01839
0.02267 C
Null
5+10
g3
0.02055
0.003232
0.01419
0.02691 BC
1
4+12
h
0.02274
0.000650
0.02146
0.02402 C
1
4+12
g3
0.02566
0.001477
0.02275
0.02857 BC
1
5+10
h
0.02141
0.001011
0.01942
0.02340 C
1
5+10
g3
0.008892 0.002296
0.004372 0.01341 D

Model II showed that dough tenacity (P) was influenced by hardness but not by protein
content. The most proportion of dough tenacity variation was explained by Gli-2 (Table
3.25). Effects of Glu-1 x Glu-3 and Glu-1 x Gli-2 interaction terms were significant and
subjected to a Post-hoc analysis.
The Tukey-Kramer Post-hoc tests showed that lines possessing allele composition (Glu1,Glu-3) equal to (Null;7*+9;4+12,g3,a) had lower tenacity (P =30 mm H2O) and lines
with allelic composition (Glu-1,Glu-3) equal to (1;7*+9;5+10,g3,c3) had higher tenacity
(P =61 mm H2O) (Table 3.26). In other hand, lines with allelic composition (Glu-1, Gli2) equal to (1;7*+9;5+10;l;c2) had the highest tenacity (P=70 mm H2O) and lines with
(Glu-1,Gli-2) equal to (Null, 17+18; 4+12;l;g2) exhibit the lowest tenacity (P =28 mm
H2O) (Table 3.27).
Table 3.25 Tests of fixed effects for tenacity (Model II )
R2 = 82%

Effect
Hardness
Glu-1
Glu-3
Gli-2
Glu-1* Glu-3
Glu-1* Gli-2

F-Value
74.12
4.80
4.31
16.33
3.46
3.78

Pr>F
<.0001
0.0003
0.0144
<.0001
0.0047
0.0025
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Table 3.26 Tenacity (1/P) means comparisons of allele combination (Glu-1,Glu-3) using
Tukey-Kramer Method (P<0.05)
Glu-1
Glu-3
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Letter
1;17+18;4+12
g3;a
0.0238
0.00138
0.0211
0.0266
BCDE
1;17+18;4+12
g3;c3
0.0239
0.00283
0.0183
0.0295
ABCDEF
1;17+18;4+12
h;a
0.0290
0.00092
0.0272
0.0308
BD
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
0.0234
0.00124
0.0209
0.0258
CEG
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
0.0218
0.00083
0.0202
0.0235
E
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
0.0208
0.00129
0.0183
0.0234
EF
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
0.0163
0.00117
0.0140
0.0186
F
1;7*+9;5+10
h;a
0.0182
0.00166
0.0149
0.0214
EF
Null;17+18;4+12 g3;a
0.0248
0.00167
0.0215
0.0281
BCDE
Null;17+18;4+12 h;a
0.0336
0.00090
0.0318
0.0354
A
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
0.0325
0.00233
0.0279
0.0371
ABC
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
0.0300
0.00154
0.0270
0.0331
ABC
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
0.0216
0.00116
0.0194
0.0239
EF
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
0.0188
0.00291
0.0130
0.0245
DEFG
Null;7*+9;5+10
h;a
0.0268
0.00283
0.0213
0.0324
ABCDE

Table 3.27 Tenacity (InverseP)means comparisons of allele combination (Glu-1,Gli-2) using
Tukey-Kramer Method (P<0.05)
Glu-1
Gli-2
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
1;17+18;4+12
l;c2
0.0210
0.00269
0.0157
0.0263
CDEF
1;17+18;4+12
l;g2
0.0309
0.00092
0.0291
0.0327
AB
1;17+18;4+12
p;g2
0.0229
0.00118
0.0205
0.0252
DE
1;7*+9;4+12
l;c2
0.0180
0.00190
0.0142
0.0217
DEF
1;7*+9;4+12
p;c2
0.0222
0.00095
0.0203
0.0241
DE
1;7*+9;4+12
p;g2
0.0249
0.00107
0.0228
0.0270
CD
1;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
0.0141
0.00109
0.0120
0.0163
F
1;7*+9;5+10
p;c2
0.0220
0.00267
0.0167
0.0273
BCDEF
1;7*+9;5+10
p;g2
0.0221
0.00125
0.0197
0.0246
DE
Null;17+18;4+12
l;g2
0.0346
0.00087
0.0329
0.0364
A
Null;17+18;4+12
p;g2
0.0235
0.00159
0.0204
0.0267
CDE
Null;7*+9;4+12
p;c2
0.0304
0.00135
0.0278
0.0331
ABC
Null;7*+9;4+12
p;g2
0.0270
0.00274
0.0216
0.0324
ABCD
Null;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
0.0162
0.00169
0.0129
0.0195
EF
Null;7*+9;5+10
l;g2
0.0220
0.00267
0.0167
0.0273
BCDEF
Null;7*+9;5+10
p;g2
0.0254
0.00135
0.0227
0.0280
CD

3.3.4.2 Extensibility of dough (mm)
Extensibility was influenced by grain hardness and by protein content. Model 1 showed
that the most variation of extensibility was due to Year, Glu-A1, Glu-D1 and Gli-B2
(Table 3.25).The Tukey-Kramer Post-hoc tests showed this ranking for Glu-A1, Glu-B1,
Glu-D1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3 Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 respectively: Null>1, 7*+9=17+18,
4+12>5+10, h=g3, a=c3, l=p, g2>c2 (Figure 3.7).
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Table 3.28 Tests of simple effects for extensibility (Model I )
R2 = 44%

Effect
Year
Block
Hardness
Protein content
Glu-A1
Glu-D1
Gli-B2

F-Value
116.84
5.96
10.08
6.14
5.93
22.13
5.14

Pr>F
<.0001
0.0152
0.0017
0.0138
0.0155
<.0001
0.0241

Extensibility (mm)
180
154.18

160
140
120

108.47

100
80
60
40
20
0
Null 1

Glu-A1

7*+9
17+18
Glu-B1

4+12

5+10

Glu-D1

g3

h

Glu-B3

c3 a

Glu-D3

l

p

Gli-A2

g2

c2

Gli-B2

Figure 3.7 Extensibility means comparisons of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, and Gli-A2

Covariance estimation of (Block) was 58.70 and for residual was 2220. The most
proportion of extensibility variation is due to environment (Year) and Glu-1. Effects of
Glu1 x Glu3 and Year x Glu1 interaction terms were significant and subjected to a Posthoc analysis (Table 3.29). The Tukey-Kramer tests showed that all lines possessing
allelic composition (Gli-2) had this ranking: (p;g) = (p;c2) = (l;g2)> (l;c2) with L=153
mm the highest and L=103mm the lowest extensibility observed. Concerning (Glu-1),
no difference was observed the first year. In the second year lines possessing allelic
composition (Glu-1) had this ranking : Null;17+18;4+12 ≥ 1;7*+9;4+12 ≥
Null;7*+9;4+12 ≥ 1;17+18;4+12 ≥ Null;7*+9;5+10 ≥ 1;7*+9;5+10 (Table 3.28). Lines
possessing allelic composition (Glu-1,Glu-3) equal to (Null; 17+18;4+12;g3;a) exhibit
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the highest extensibility (L=172.12 mm) and lines possessing allelic composition equal
to (1;7*+9;5+10,g3,c3) showed the lowest extensibility (L=101.84mm) (Table 3.31).
Table 3.29 Tests of fixed effects for extensibility (Model II)
R2 = 46%

Effect
Hardness
Year
Glu-1
Gli-2
Glu-1*Glu-3
Year*Glu-1

F-Valor
7.29
34.40
6.83
3.34
2.21
9.37

Pr>F
0.0074
0.0279
<.0001
0.0198
0.0335
<.0001

Table 3.30 Extensibility means comparisons of allele combination (Glu-1) using TukeyKramer Method (P<0.05) during two seasons.
Year Glu-1
Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
1
1;17+18;4+12
100.36
9.69
81.27
119.45 A
1
1;7*+9;4+12
133.31
9.81
114.00
152.63 AD
1
1;7*+9;5+10
102.73
10.46
82.12
123.34 A
1
Null;17+18;4+12 107.50
10.65
86.52
128.46 A
1
Null;7+9;4+12
121.00
16.33
88.84
153.15 ACD
1
Null;7+9;5+10
108.07
13.29
81.90
134.24 A
2
1;17+18;4+12
179.26
10.11
159.35
199.18 BC
2
1;7*+9;4+12
201.19
10.12
181.27
221.12 AB
2
1;7*+9;5+10
106.52
10.46
85.91
127.13 E
2
Null;17+18;4+12 222.38
10.65
201.41
243.35 A
2
Null;7*+9;4+12
185.03
16.50
152.54
217.51 ABCD
2
Null;7*+9;5+10
140.19
13.29
114.02
166.35 CDE
Table 3.31 Extensibility means comparisons of allele combination (Glu-1,Glu-3) using
Tukey-Kramer Method (P<0.05)
Glu-1
Glu-3 Means
S.E
Min
Max
Group
1;17+18;4+12
g3;a
172.12
13.04
146.44
197.80 AB
1;17+18;4+12
g3;c3
118.38
25.79
67.60
169.15 ABCD
1;17+18;4+12
h;a
126.74
8.80
109.40
144.08 BCD
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
158.88
11.81
135.62
182.15 ABC
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
169.24
8.47
152.57
185.92 A
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
114.29
12.19
90.29
138.29 CD
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
101.84
11.19
79.79
123.88 D
1;7*+9;5+10
h;a
106.93
15.41
76.58
137.26 BCD
Null;17+18;4+12 g3;a
174.94
15.54
144.35
205.53 ABC
Null;17+18;4+12 h;a
160.31
8.94
142.70
177.93 ABC
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
112.00
21.30
70.06
153.93 ABCD
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
174.66
14.40
146.31
203.01 ABC
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
129.25
11.07
107.45
151.05 ABCD
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
110.07
26.51
57.88
162.26 ABCD
Null;7*+9;5+10
h;a
117.40
25.79
66.62
168.18 ABCD
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3.3.4.3 Strength of dough (J x 10-4)

The original data for dough strength was transformed using logarithmic method (Log X)
to accomplish normality. Strength of dough was influenced by grain hardness and
protein content. Model I showed that the most variation of strength of dough was due to
Year, Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3 and Gli-A2 (Table 3.32). The TukeyKramer Post-hoc tests showed this ranking for Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, GluD3 and Gli-A2 respectively: Null<1, 7*+9>17+18, 4+12<5+10, h>g3, c3>a, l>p
(Figure 3.8).
Table 3.32 Tests of simple effects for strength of dough (Model I )
R2 = 70%

Effect
Year
Hardness
Protein content
Glu-A1
Glu-B1
Glu-D1
Glu-B3
Glu-D3
Gli-A2

F-Valor
84.31
43.25
5.73
26.25
6.39
34.15
12.16
8.51
9.32

Pr>F
<.0001
<.0001
0.0174
<.0001
0.0120
<.0001
0.0006
0.0038
0.0025

Strength of dough (J 10-4)
2.3
2.25
2.25
2.2
2.15
2.1
2.05
2.05
2
1.95

Null

1

Glu-A1

4+12

7*+9
17+18
Glu-B1

5+10
Glu-D1

g3

h

Glu-B3

c3 a

Glu-D3

g2

l
p
Gli-A2

c2
Gli-B2

Figure 3.8 Strength means comparisons for Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, and Gli-A2
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Model II showed that strength of the dough was influenced by grain hardness and Year
but not by protein content. The most proportion of strength of dough variation is due to
environment (Year), Gli-2, Glu-1 and Glu-3 (Table 3.33). Effects of Glu-1 x Glu-3 and
Glu-1 x Gli-2 interaction terms were significant and subjected to a Post-hoc analysis.
Lines possessing allelic composition (Glu-1, Glu-3) equal to (1,7+9,5+10; g3,c3) had
the highest strength W=226 J.10-4 and lines with (Glu-1,Glu-3) equal to
(Null;7+9;4+12, g3;a) had the lowest strength W=40 J 10-4 (Table 3.34). Lines carrying
allelic composition (Glu1, Gli2) equal to (1;7+9;5+10, l,c2) had the highest W=280
J.10-4 and lines possessing (Glu1,Gli2) equal to (1;17+18;4+12, l;g2) had the lowest
W=68 J. 10-4 (Table 3.35).
Table 3.33 Tests of fixed effects for strength of dough (Model II)
R2 = 75%

Effect
Hardness
Year
Glu-1
Glu-3
Gli-2
Glu-1*Glu-3
Glu-1*Gli-2

F-Value
14.13
99.20
10.97
12.58
24.07
4.89
4.48

Pr > F
0.0002
0.0099
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0003
0.0006

Table 3.34 : Strength of dough (Log W)means comparisons of vector allelic (Glu-1,Glu3) using Tukey-Kramer Method (P<0.05) during two seasons
Glu-1
Glu-3
Means S.E
Min
Max
Group
1;17+18;4+12
g3;a
2.07
0.04
1.99
2.15
CDE
1;17+18;4+12
g3;c3
2.21
0.084
2.05
2.38
ABCDE
1;17+18;4+12
h;a
1.93
0.027
1.87
1.98
EF
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
2.21
0.037
2.14
2.28
BCD
1;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
2.30
0.024
2.25
2.35
AB
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
2.33
0.038
2.25
2.40
AB
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
2.42
0.034
2.35
2.49
A
1;7*+9;5+10
h;a
2.34
0.049
2.24
2.43
AB
Null;17+18;4+12
g3;a
2.01
0.049
1.91
2.11
DEF
Null;17+18;4+12
h;a
1.92
0.026
1.86
1.97
EF
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;a
1.74
0.069
1.60
1.87
F
Null;7*+9;4+12
g3;c3
2.01
0.046
1.92
2.10
DEF
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;a
2.25
0.034
2.18
2.32
B
Null;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
2.38
0.086
2.21
2.55
ABC
Null;7*+9;5+10
h;a
2.14
0.084
1.97
2.30
ABCDE
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Table 3.35: Strength of dough (Log W) means comparisons of vector allelic (Glu-1,Gli-2)
using Tukey-Kramer Method (P<0.05) during two seasons
Glu-1
Gli-2
Means S.E
Min
Max
Group
1;17+18;4+12
l;c2
2.04
0.08
1.88
2.20
DEFG
1;17+18;4+12
l;g2
1.88
0.027
1.83
1.94
G
1;17+18;4+12
p;g2
2.12
0.035
2.05
2.19
DEF
1;7*+9;4+12
l;c2
2.43
0.056
2.32
2.54
ABC
1;7*+9;4+12
p;c2
2.23
0.028
2.18
2.29
CD
1;7*+9;4+12
p;g2
2.23
0.031
2.17
2.30
CDE
1;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
2.51
0.032
2.44
2.57
A
1;7*+9;5+10
p;c2
2.09
0.080
1.94
2.25
CDEFG
1;7*+9;5+10
p;g2
2.26
0.037
2.18
2.33
BCD
Null;17+18;4+12 l;g2
1.89
0.026
1.84
1.94
G
Null;17+18;4+12 p;g2
2.05
0.047
1.95
2.14
DEFG
Null;7*+9;4+12
p;c2
1.97
0.040
1.89
2.05
FG
Null;7*+9;4+12
p;g2
1.92
0.081
1.76
2.08
EFG
Null;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
2.46
0.050
2.36
2.56
AB
Null;7*+9;5+10
l;g2
2.18
0.079
2.03
2.34
BCDEF
Null;7*+9;5+10
p;g2
2.14
0.040
2.06
2.22
DEF

3.3.5 Summary of prolamin loci variation
Comparisons intra-loci from Model I and best allelic combinations of superior lines
from Model II for quality traits were resumed in Table 3.36 and Table 3.37.

SDSS
Mixing time
Breakdown
Tenacity
Extensibility
Dough strength

Table 3.36 Comparaisons intra-loci for quality traits measured
Glu-A1
Glu-B1
Glu-D1
Glu-B3 Glu-D3
Null<1
7*+9=17+18 5+10>4+12 g3>h
c3>a
Null<1
7*+9=17+18 5+10>4+12 g3=h
c3=a
Null=1
7*+9<17+18 5+10<4+12 g3=h
c3< a
Null<1
7*+9=17+18 5+10>4+12 g3>h
c3=a
Null>1
7*+9=17+18 4+12>5+10 g3=h
c3=a
Null<1
7*+9>17+18 5+10>4+12 g3>h
c3>a

Gli-A2
l=p
l>p
l<p
l=p
l=p
l>p

Gli-B2
g2=c2
g2=c2
g2=c2
g2<c2
g2>c2
g2=c2

Table 3.37 Allelic combinations of superior lines for quality traits measured
Glu-1
Glu-3
Gli-2
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
SDSS
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
l;c2
Mixing time
Null;17+18;4+12
Breakdown
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
Tenacity
1;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
Null/1;17+18/7*+9;4+12 g3;a
p or l; g2
Extensibility
1;7*+9;5+10
g3;c3
Dough Strength
1;7*+9;5+10
l;c2
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3.2. Molecular marker and linkage analysis:
The parentales lines ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’ were screened using 683 markers (Table
3.38), 263 markers were found to be polymorphic and 105 were failed. The
polymorphism rate was 45%. These 263 SSR markers were used for linkage analysis
and mapping of the quality traits.
Table 3.38: Wheat microsatellites used for creening parentales lines ‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’
Microsatellite code
gwm
gdm
wmc
barc
cfa
cfd
Total

Quantity used
285
7
195
94
23
79
683

Developer
Marion Röder (IPK)
Marion Röder (IPK)
Wheat Microsatellite Consortium
Perry Cregan (USDA)
Pierre Sourdille (INRA)
Pierre Sourdille (INRA)

The polymorphic markers obtained from the DNA analysis of the cross
‘Marius/Cajeme71’ were tested using a ‘Chi square’ test for a null hypothesis of (1:1)
dominant markers (SSRs). The results indicated that markers on genome A showed
highly significant (55%) (at 0.01 and 0.001 levels) deviation form the single locus
segregation ratio 1:1 while the rest fitted with this ratio. Markers on chromosme 5B, 3B,
4D, 7B, 7D showed lowest rate of skewed markers (<30%).
From the 263 SSR markers analyzed in the ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ population, we
identified 22 linkage groups and 53 unlinked markers with a total length of 1113.3 cM
(Figure 3.9). The linkage groups were associated with wheat chromosomes based on the
previously published maps (Röder et al., 1998) and consensus map (Somers et al.,
2004).
For genome A, the average number of markers per chromosome was 9 with an average
chromosome length of 57.46 cM and a total length of 344.8 cM for the 7 linkage groups
observed. The 7 linkage groups were associated with 6 different wheat chromosomes of
genome A.
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For genome B, The average number of markers per chromosome was 12 with an
average chromosome length of 61.08 cM and a total length of 427.6 cM for the 7
linkage groups observed. The 7 linkage groups were associated with 7 different wheat
chromosomes of genome B.
For genome D, The average number of markers per chromosome was 9 with an average
chromosome length of 48.7 cM and a total length of 340.9 cM for the 8 linkage groups
observed. The 8 linkage groups were associated with 7 different wheat chromosomes of
genome D.
Using mapchart program, comparative mapping was done between a microsatellite map
derived from (‘Marius’ x ‘Cajeme71’) and consensus map (Somers et al., 2004). Only
Group 3A was presented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9 A microsatellite map of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) derived from (‘Marius’ x
‘Cajeme71’).
prolamins markers (red colour). (C): Centromere. Microsatellites amplifying two mapped loci on a single
chromosome have the suffix “.1,” or “.2”. Numbers on the left show the distance in centiMorgans from
the top of each chromosome.
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Figure 3.9 (continued)
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Figure 3.9 (continued)
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Figure 3.10 A comparative map (3A, 3B, 3D) between a microsatellite map derived from (‘Marius’
x ‘Cajeme71’) and consensus map (Somers et al., 2004) .
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Figure 3.10 (continued)
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Linkage group (3D)
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Figure 3.10 (continued)
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3.3 QTL analysis
3.3.1 Sedimentation Test:
Two stable putative QTLs in ‘Cajeme71’ were identified in season (2005-2006) and
(2006-2007). The first QTL was identified in Chromosome 7A at map position 5.3
between wmc790 and gwm635. The LOD score was 2.4 in the first season and 4.1 in
the second season. The phenotypic variation in both season (2005-2006) and (20062007) explained by this QTL was 17% and 24% with additive effect equal to 8.85mm
and 10.77mm respectively (Figure 3.11). A second QTL was identified in Chromosome
5B at map position 16.6 between wmc 537.1 and gwm371, The LOD score was 3.1 in
the first season and 3.4 in the second season. The phenotypic variation in both season
(2005-2006) and (2006-2007) explained by this QTL was 17% and 22% with additive
effect 8.86mm and 10.10mm respectively (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.11 Putative QTLs for sedimentation test identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs
population on group 5B chromosome in both seasons
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Figure 3.12 Putative QTLs for sedimentation test identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs
population on group 7A chromosome in both seasons

In the first season (2005-2006), a putative QTL in Cajeme 71 was detected on
chromosome group 6D between cfd13.1 and cfd13.2 at 22.5 map position with LOD
score of 2.5. This QTL explained 14% of phenotypic variation with an additive effect of
7.9mm.
Another QTL less pronounced from ‘Cajeme71’ was identified on chromosome 1D
close to cfd92 at 20.9 map position in seasons 2006 and 2007 (LOD=2.1, LOD=1.1).
This QTL explained 12-6% of phenotypic variation with an additive effect of 7.35.6mm.

3.3.2 Mixograph
For Mixing time, one stable QTL inherited from ‘Cajeme71’ was detected over two
seasons on chromosome 1D (LOD=3.0 and 2.8 respectively). This QTL was located at
map position 23.9 cM and linked to cfd92 which explained 13% and 15% of the
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phenotypic variation, respectively. The additive effect values were 17.22s and 18.34s in
both environments, respectively (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13 Putative QTLs for Mixing time identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs population on
group 1D chromosome

Another QTL allele for mixing time in ‘Marius’ was detected in the first season on
chromosome group 3B linked to gwm389 with LOD score equal to 2.54. This QTL
explained 10% of phenotypic variation with an additive effect of 15.90.
For breakdown, one consistent QTL in ‘Cajeme71’ over two years was detected on
chromosome 2A (LOD=3.3 and LOD=1.92 respectively). This QTL was located at map
position 18.2 cM between wmc177 and wmc522 which explained 17% and 10% of the
phenotypic variation, respectively. The additive effect values were 7.65 and 3.04
respectively (Figure 3.14).
In the second season (2006-2007), a putative QTL for breakdown inherited from
‘Marius’ was detected on chromosome 7A at map position 0.2 (LOD=3.5) between
wmc633 and wmc790 which explained 14% of the phenotypic variation. The additive
effect value was 3.82.
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Figure 3.14 Putative QTLs for Breakdown identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs population on
group 2A chromosome.

3.3.3 Alveograph
For tenacity (P), three QTLs were detected in season 2005-2006:
The first QTL inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ was detected at map position 18.2 cM
between wmc177 and wmc522 on chromosome 2A which explained 29% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=5.6). The additive effect value was 19.2 mm H2O. A QTL
(LOD=1.20) was found in the same position the second year (Figure 3.15).
The second QTL inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ was identified at map position 0.2
cM between cfd48b.1 and Glu-B3 on chromosome 1B which explained 20% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=4.8). The additive effect value was 16.45 mm H2O. A QTL
was found in the same position the second year (LOD=0.92).
A third QTL allele from ‘Marius’ was detected in the first season on chromosome group
5D linked to gwm654 with LOD score equal to 2.70. This QTL explained 14% of
phenotypic variation with an additive effect of 13.50 mm H2O.
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In the second season 2006-2007, two QTLs were identified: One QTL inherited from
the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 1D at map position 34.7
(LOD=3.5) close to gdm126 which explained 23% of the phenotypic variation. The
additive effect value was 17.57 mm H2O.
Other QTL inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ was linked to barc13.1 on chromosome
2B which explained 3% and 11% of the phenotypic variation in the first and the second
year respectively (LOD=0.92 and LOD=4.8). The additive effect value was 6.56 mm
H2O and 12.68 mm H2O respectively.

Figure 3.15 Putative QTLs for tenacity (Pmax) identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs population
on group 2A chromosome

Concerning extensibility, in the first season 2005-2006, one QTL inherited from the
parent ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 7A at map position 3.7 (LOD=3.2)
between wmc790 and gwm635 which explained 17% of the phenotypic variation. The
additive effect value was 19.66 mm.
In the second season 2006-2007, three QTL were detected. The first QTL inherited from
the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was located at map position 31.5 cM linked to gwm304 on
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chromosome 5A which explained 16% of the phenotypic variation (LOD=4.6) and a
QTL with minor effect was found in the same position the first year (LOD=1.20). The
additive effect value was 32.22 mm.
The second QTL inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ was identified at map position 36
cM between cfd92.1 and gdm126 on chromosome 1D which explained 29% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=6.1). The additive effect value was 38.78 mm (Figure 3.16).
The Third QTL inherited from the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was identified at map position 2.5
cM between gwm148 and barc13.1 on chromosome 2B which explained 7% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=3.1). The additive effect value was 19.50 mm.

Figure 3.16 Putative QTLs for extensibility identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs population on
group 1D chromosome

For dough strength (W), two QTLs inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ were detected in
the first season. The first QTL was detected at map position 19.2 cM close to wmc522
on chromosome 2A which explained 20% of the phenotypic variation (LOD=4.5). The
additive effect value was 60.92 J 10-4. The second QTL was identified at map position
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24.3 cM linked cfd48.2 on chromosome 1B which explained 18% of the phenotypic
variation (LOD=4.6). The additive effect value was 58.61 J 10-4.
In the second season, A QTL inherited from the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on
chromosome 5D at map position 24.3 (LOD=3.1) linked to cfd8 which explained 14%
of the phenotypic variation. The additive effect value was 44.89 J 10-4. Another QTL on
the same chromosome 5D inherited from the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was detected at position
72 cM linked gwm654 which explained 14% of the phenotypic variation (LOD=2.6).
The additive effect value was 48.58 J 10-4.

3.3.4 Protein content
For the first season 2005-2006, two putative QTLs were identified for protein content in
‘Cajeme71’ and explained a total 29% of phenotypic variation.
The first QTL was located on chromosome group 5A between cfa2185 and cfa2163 at
51.9 map position with LOD score of 3.1. This QTL explained 13% of phenotypic
variation with an additive effect of 0.24%. The second QTL was located on
chromosome 7A linked to barc174 at 45.8 map position with LOD = 4.0. This QTL
explained 16% of phenotypic variation with an additive effect of 0.27% (Figure 3.17).
In the second season 2006-2007, two putative QTLs were identified for protein content
in ‘Cajeme71’, explained 23% of phenotypic variation and two putative QTLs in
‘Marius’, and explained 25%.
In Cajeme 71, the first QTL was located on chromosome group 5B linked to gdm146 at
23.7 map position with LOD score of 3.4 and accounted for 13% of phenotypic
variation with an additive effect of 0.41%. The second QTL was identified in
chromosome group 2A linked to wmc602 with LOD score of 2.6 and accounted for
10% of phenotypic variation with an additive effect of 0.34%.
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In ‘Marius’, the first QTL was located on chromosome 1D linked to cfd65 with
LOD=2.5 and accounted with 10% of phenotypic variation and an additive effect of
0.34%.
The second QTL was located on chromosome 6D linked to gwm469 at 0.0 map position
with LOD=3.9 and accounted with 15% of phenotypic variation and an additive effect
of 0.42%.

Figure 3.17 Putative QTLs for Protein content test identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs
population on group 7A chromosome

3.3.7 Hardness
For hardness, three QTL were detected. The first QTL inherited from the parent
‘Marius’ was located at map position 16.2 cM between wmc177 and wmc522 on
chromosome 2A which explained 22% of the phenotypic variation (LOD=3.9). The
additive effect value was 11.33.
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The second QTL inherited from the parent ‘Marius’ was located at map position 1.9 cM
between cfd48.2 and Glu-B3 on chromosome 1B which explained 28% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=5.7). The additive effect value was 12.53 (Figure 3.18).
The third QTL inherited from the parent ‘Cajeme71’ was identified at map position 34.1
cM between cfd92 and gdm126 on chromosome 1D which explained 17% of the
phenotypic variation (LOD=3.4). The additive effect value was 9.57.

Figure 3.18 Putative QTLs for hardness identified for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ RILs population on
group 1B chromosome.
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3.3.8 Summary for QTLs detected for quality traits
In this present work, we showed many QTLs alleles from both parents ‘Marius’ and
Cajeme that have contributed to extensibility and strength of dough (Figure3.19).
In ‘Cajeme71’, QTLs were detected for sedimentation volume on chromosomes: 7A,
(R2 = 17-24%), 5B (R2 = 17-22%), 6D (R2 = 14), 1D,(R2 = 6-12%); for mixing time on
chromosome: 1D, (R2 = 13-15%); for breakdown on chromosome: 2A, (R2 = 10-17%);
for tenacity on chromosome : 1D, (R2 = 23%); for dough extensibility on chromosomes
: 7A, (R2 = 17%), 5A, (R2 = 16%), and 2B, (R2 = 7%), for dough strength on
chromosome 5D, (R2 = 14); for protein content on chromosomes: 5A (R2 =13%), 7A,
(R2 =16%),5B, (R2 =13%), 2A, R2 =10%) and for hardness on chromosome : 1D, (R2
=17).
Summary for QTLs detected in quality traits
In ‘Marius’, QTLs were detected for mixing time on chromosome 3B (R2 =10%); for
mixing tolerance on chromosome 7A (R2 =14%); for dough tenacity on chromosomes:
2A (R2 =29), 1B, (R2 =20), 5D, (R2 =14) and 2B (R2 =3-11); for extensibility on
chromosome 1D (R2 =29%); for dough strength on chromosomes : 2A (R2 =20) and 1B
(R2 =18); for protein content on chromosome 1D (R2 =10%) and 6D (R2 =15%) and for
hardness on chromosomes: 2A (R2 =22%) and 1B (R2 =28%).
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Figure 3.19 Summary for QTLs detected in ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ population related to grain quality.
(Pmax: dough tenacity. L: dough extensibility. W: dough strength. SDSS: Sedimentation test. (1): season 2005-2006. (2): Season 2006-2007)
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CHAPTER IV – DISCUSSION
In this study, the parents were chosen (‘Marius’ and ‘Cajeme71’) with different dough
extensibility and strength, and these differences are reflected in the range of values
observed in progeny lines.

A set of 79 Recombinant inbred lines (F7) from a cross between a soft-grained cultivar
‘Marius’ and a hard-grained cultivar ‘Cajeme71’ was used in this study. Flour quality
and allelic variation of prolamins for each RILs were determined. Moreover, the same
RILs population was used to establish the relationships between microsatellites markers
and grain quality traits.

4.1 Phenotypic variation of parental lines and RILs population

Across the two growing seasons 2005-2006 (2006) and 2006-2007 (2007), ‘Cajeme71’
had 1–2% more protein, 35 higher hardness index, 30s longer mixing time, 60mmH2O
more tenacity and 300 (Jx10-4) greater dough strength, and 20mm more extensibility
than ‘Marius’.

For all traits, the mean of the RIL population is close to the mid-parent value,
suggesting that additive allelic effects are the rule for the genetic control of breadmaking traits. The range of the RILs population was much larger than the range of the
parental lines. Moreover, for all traits measured in the 79 RILs population, positive and
negative transgressive segregation were observed in some RILs, which involve that
positive and negative alleles may be found in both parental lines (‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’).
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The means values of protein content showed yearly variation between the two seasons
2006 and 2007. This finding may be attributed to the difference between growing
seasons 2006 and 2007 in temperature and moisture (for example, 2006 was particularly
hot and dry), which consequently may have varied the protein accumulation by
suppression of starch accumulation that resulted in higher flour protein content
(Mondal, 2006). This was supported by Johanson and Sevensson, (1999) that confirmed
the influence of yearly variation on protein content in Swedish grown wheats containing
HMW glutenin subunits 2+12 or 5+10 cultivated during the period 1990-96.

The environmental factors that tend to shorten grain filling are thus also likely to change
the composition of grain protein (Sofield et al. 1977). In other hand, several authors
confirmed that the most important environmental conditions influencing the amount,
composition and/or polymerization of the gluten proteins, are temperature and fertilizer
(Müller et al., 1998, Johansson et al., 2001, 2002, 2003).

In this study, ‘Marius’ is a soft-grained (Hardness index= 38.9) and ‘Cajeme71’is a
hard-grained (Hardness index= 69.4). As confirmed by Morris et al., (1999), the Perten
4100 SKCS used in this study provided the best measure of the hardness index of the
wheat endosperm controlled mostly by the Ha locus (a Major gene controlling the
difference in kernel texture between soft and hard wheat mapped on the short arm of
chromosome 5D).

Our RILs population segregated into two phenotypic classes of kernel texture. Twenty
nine RILs were hard with hardness index of more than 50 and fifty lines were soft with
hardness index of less than 50. It suggested that hardness variation could be due to the
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action of minor gene(s) compared with Major gene (Ha). This finding was supported
early by Symes, (1965) who confirmed that the existence of minor genes modifies the
action of the major gene in determining the hardness or softness of wheat grain.

4.2 Correlations between quality traits
Correlations among the quality traits were calculated from the means of the two
environments. Means over environments were used because the quality parameters in
two growing seasons 2006 and 2007 were highly correlated except for protein content.

4.2.1 Protein content

In this study, correlation matrix showed that protein content and hardness were not
correlated. The relation of wheat hardness and protein content has been studied by many
investigators.

For example, Miller et al., (1984) have observed low correlations between protein
content and kernel hardness. Later, Pomeranz et al., (1990) have also found very weak
correlations between protein content and kernel hardness. Oury et al., (1999), in a 15year survey of new varieties, found no correlation between protein content and
hardness.

Recently, using SKCS method of texture measurement as in our study, Gross et al.,
(2004) have also found very weak correlations between protein content and kernel
hardness (r = 0.26), whereas Symes (1965) found relationship between kernel texture
and protein content. Also, Baker and Dyck (1975) shown a highly significant positive
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correlation between protein content and kernel hardness. Similar results were reported
by Williams and Sobering (1984) that soft wheat become harder as protein content is
increased, in a replicated series of trials grown over a wide range of agro-climatic
conditions.

Recently, Bordes et al., (2008) showed that grain protein content correlated positively
with grain hardness. These different results may be due to variety, season and location
interactions and/or different methods used for texture measure.

Protein content was not correlated with sedimentation test. The relation of wheat protein
content and sedimentation test has been studied by several authors, but no convincing
relationship has been demonstrated. Researchers like Dhaliwal et al., (1987), and Lucas,
(2008) who have shown no significant correlation between protein content and
sedimentation test, while Branlard y Dardevet, (1985), Campbell et al., (1987), and
Graybosch et al., (1996) reported a significant correlation between protein content and
sedimentation test.

In this study, protein content was weakly correlated with mixing time. This result was
supported by various investigators (Finney y Shogren, 1972; Hoseney, 1985; Dong et
al., 1992; Graybosch et al., 1996; Ohm y Chung, 1999; Nelson et al., 2006 and Lucas,
2008).

In the present work, protein content was weakly correlated with tenacity (P) (r = 0,26 ),
dough strength (W) (r = 0,34) and extensibility (L) (r = 0,27). Previous results showed
weak correlation between protein content and P, W and L (Branlard y Dardevet, 1985;
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Rasper et al., 1986; Oury et al., 1999, Branlard et al., 2001, Bordes et al., 2008). For
example, in a study of 15 years in multi-site trials, the determination coefficients of
protein content were 0.24, 0.11 and 0.08 for W, P and L, respectively (Oury et al.,
1999). With similar trends, using a wide set of European cultivars with hardness ranging
from 2.0 to 99.0, Branlard et al. (2001) estimated that protein content had little
influence on dough tenacity (P) and that about 15% of the variation in dough
extensibility (L) and dough strength (W) were explained by protein content. However,
these results differ somewhat from those encountered by Bettge et al., (1989), Addo et
al., (1990) and Uthayakumaran, (1999) who showed that protein content and
Alveograph parameters were correlated positively.

The weak correlations observed between protein content and alveograph traits could be
due to several reasons. Some RILs had a very weak W and among these numerous lines,
some had high protein content. Extra grain softness may strongly decrease W values by
lowering the tenacity. Very hard wheat may also produce non-extensible dough due to a
higher degree of starch damage (Bordes et al., 2008).

4.2.2 Hardness

No correlation was observed between hardness and sedimentation test. However, ‘Hard’
lines showed more sedimentation volume than those ‘Soft’ lines. This may due to their
large particles sizes present in ‘Hard’ lines during the milling process, on the basis that
some researchers use the proportion (%) of flour particles larger than 37·8 µm as hard
lines (Martinant et al., 1998). Hard lines produce damaged starch which is of value in
yeast-leavened products and creates a favourable environment for yeast growth (Miller
et al., 1997).
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Mixograph parameters (Mixing time (r = 0.37) and breakdown (r = -0.38)) were poorly
but significantly correlated with grain hardness. These results are similar to those
obtained by Martinant et al., (1998) and Bordes et al., (2008).

Grain hardness was highly correlated with alveograph characteristics (P) (r = 0.75), W
(r = 0.64) and L(r = -0.49), in agreement with Branlard et al., (2001) and Bordes, et al.,
(2008). Branlard et al., (2001) explained that, as the alveograph test was performed at
constant hydration, hardness strongly influenced dough tenacity and dough strength;
this would not have been the case if hydration had been adjusted according to the
damaged starch content of flour.

4.2.3 Sedimentation volume

In this study, sedimentation volume was positively correlated with mixing time (r = 0,
59), tenacity (P) (r = 0,44) and dough strength W (r = 0,56) whereas sedimentation
volume

and breakdown (r = -0,53) and extensibility (r = -0,44) were negatively

correlated. This result was supported by various authors (Axford et al., 1979; Moonen
et al., 1982; Preston et al., 1982;Lucas, 2008) in bread wheat and Martínez et al., (2005)
in durum wheat. These correlations confirm that sedimentation test is a good predictor
of wheat strength dough strength and could be used in early generation progeny for
breeding program.

4.2.4 Mixograph parameters

In this study, negative correlation was observed between mixing time and breakdown (r
= -0.60). This means that breakdown increases when the mixing time decreases. These
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results are similar to previous reports (Békés et al., 1994; Martín, 1996; Harazia et al.,
2008).
Direct relationships between mixing time and molecular size of glutenin proteins have
been shown by Huebner and Wall (1976), using gel filtration chromatography. In
addition, it is known from the work of Wang et al. (1992) that breakdown during
mixing is due to the breakdown of disulphide bonds, thus a depolymerisation process of
gluten proteins. For that reason, the rapid relaxation process that has been associated
with small polymer molecules which relax rapidly and the longer relaxation time has
been linked to the HMW polymers (Dobraszczyk, 2003).

Also, negative correlation was observed between mixing time and extensibility (r=0.59).
However, strong correlations were found between mixing time, tenacity (r = 0.78) and
dough strength (r = 0.80). In the same sense, Miller et al., (1956) found that mixing
requirement is related to dough strength and correlated well with bakery mixing time.
Nevertheless Abang Zaidel et al., (2008) reported that the extensibility of gluten from
both strong and weak flour dough increased as dough mixing time increased before
decreasing at a peak of 8min.

4.2.5 Alveograph parameters

Alveograph P was found to be positively and significantly correlated to dough strength
(W) (r = 0.93). Intuitively, extensibility may be expected to be negatively associated
with strength; that is, resistance to mixing which inhibits extending the dough. In our
study, alveograph L was found to be negatively correlated with dough strength (r = 0.55) and with tenacity P (r = -0.67). These results are similar to previous reports in
bread wheat (Groos et al., 2004) and in durum wheat (Martínez et al., 2005). A negative
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relationship between dough strength and dough extensibility would pose a problem for
breeding hard wheats, when both dough strength and dough extensibility are desirable
(Nash et al., 2006).
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the

parental

lines

Allelic variation of HMW-GS and LMW-GS of parental lines and RILs population was
performed using SDSS-PAGE (Payne et al., 1980). The high molecular glutenin
subunits HMW-GS were named according to the system adopted by Payne and
Lawrence, (1983). LMW-GS were named following the method described by Gupta and
Shepherd (1990). Gliadin banding pattern were separated by the Acid-PAGE method of
Lafiandra and Kasarda, (1985) and were determined according to Metakovsky (2000)
nomenclature.

In this study, SDS-PAGE and A-PAGE analysis of the parental (‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’)
and the 79 recombinants lines demonstrated that the allelic variation of prolamins was
limited to seven loci: Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3, Gli-A2 and Gli-B2.

For Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 loci, ‘Marius’ has subunits null, 7*+9 and 4+12
respectively. This may not match exactly with some results published previously by
Branlard and Le Blank, (1985) who identified subunit Bx7 instead of subunit Bx7*.

Another numbering for ‘Marius’ was used by Branlard et al, 2003 who identified
‘Marius’ with subunits null, 7+9, 2+12. This may be due to different accessions used
with the same name ‘Marius’ in their analysis. Only a small difference in
electrophoretic mobility exists between subunit Bx7 and Bx7* and the band Bx7 being
slightly larger than band Bx7*.
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Marchylo et al., 1992 was the first to name band 7* instead of band 7 in ‘Marius’. Later,
Gomez, (1999) using chromatography methods (RP-HPLC) confirmed that the amount
of polymeric proteins in the presence of subunits Bx7* was larger than the presence of
subunits Bx7, but the situation was the inverse concerning the amount of monomeric
proteins.

Recently, Butow et al., (2003) showed that the observed size polymorphism between
subunit 7 and 7* was due to an 18 bp insertion/deletion event at the C-terminal end of
the central repetitive domain of the Glu-1 Bx 7 coding sequence, which resulted in an
extra copy of the hexapeptide sequence QPGQGQ in the deduced amino-acid sequence
of Bx7.
Concerning the other parental line, ‘Cajeme71’ has subunits 1, 17+18 and 5+10 for GluA1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1 loci respectively. This result was in accord with those reported
by some authors previously (Carrillo et al., 1990, Anon, 1998; Lookhart et al., 1993). In
this study, lines with recombinant x- and y-type were not obtained. However, Gomez,
(1999) detected a novel recombinant line between x- and y type at Glu-B1 loci (7*, 9
and 17).

A total of four alleles encoding LMW-GS were found. Marius and Cajeme71 had the
same allele Glu-A3(d). For Glu-B3 and Glu-D3 loci, Marius has Glu-B3(g) and GluD3(c). These results were reported by Igrejas et al., (1999) and Branlard et al., (2003).
However, Cajeme 71 has Glu-B3(h) and Glu-D3(a) as reported by Gupta et al., (1994).
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Only four alleles enconding α/β gliadins were detected. Marius has Gli-A2(l) and GliB2(g) and Cajeme71 has Gli-A2(p)and Gli-B2(c). This allelic composition has
previously been reported by Metakovsky and Novoselskaya, (1991), Metakovsky
(1991) and Rodriguez-Quijano y Carrillo (1996).

The parental lines had the same allele for Gli-A1 and Gli-D2 loci. Moreover, the Gli-B1
and Gli-D1 loci were completely linked to the LMW-GS Glu-B3 and Glu-D3
respectively. Also, the Gli-D4 loci were detected in Cajeme 71 but it was linked to GliD1 loci. However, Rodriguez –Quijano and Carrillo (1996) detected 10.1 ±2.4cM as
distance between Gli-D1 and Gli-D4 loci.

The allelic composition of all 79 recombinants lines at seven loci: Glu-A1, Glu-B1, GluD1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3, Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 were determined. Some allelic combinations at
Glu-1 loci as (Null, 17+18, 5+10), and at Glu-3 loci as (h, c) were absent (Table 3.4).
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4.4. Effect of prolamin loci variation on quality parameters
In this study, both protein content and hardness index were used as co-variables and
variance analysis was limited to sedimentation test, mixograph and alveograph
parameters.
4.4.1 Effect of High-molecular-weight glutenins (HMW)

Various studies in the past decade have demonstrated that HMW subunits on
homeologous group 1 chromosomes have significant influence on bread making quality
(Payne, 1987, and Shewry et al., 1992).

According to Model II, the Glu-1 loci variation explained 76% on sedimentation test,
37% on mixing time, 18% on tenacity, 55% on extensibility and 23% on dough
strength. This result was supported by Manifesto et al. (1998) who found that the
percentage of inter cultivar variation in bread-making potential that can be explained by
variation in Glu-1 loci covers a range of 15% to over 60%, depending on the group of
cultivars.
4.4.1.1 Glu-A1 subunits (1 vs null)

According to Model I analysis, the Glu-A1 loci variation explained 23.61% on
sedimentation volume, 7.27% on mixing time, 17.86% extensibility, and 27.12% on
dough strength.
In this study, the presence of subunit 1 from ‘Cajeme71’ caused higher sedimentation
volume, longer mixing time, more dough tenacity and strength while the presence of
subunit null from Marius’ was associated with large extensibility of dough and more
mixing tolerance (Breakdown).
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These results are similar to previous reports which confirmed that the subunit 1 at GluA1 was associated with high quality of dough whereas the low quality of dough was
related to the subunit null at Glu-A1 (Payne et al., 1980, Lawrence et al., 1988; Khelifi
et Branlard, 1992; Gupta et al., 1994; Branlard et al, 2001).

It was also demonstrated that the subunit null has a negative effect on all the quality
traits. For example, Branlard et al., (1992), and Cornish et al., 2001) have indicated that
the high quality of dough is mainly determined by the Glu-A1a allele (subunit 1),
whereas the low quality of dough was related to the Glu-A1c allele (null allele).

4.4.1.2 Glu-B1 subunits (7*+9 vs 17+18)

According to Model I analysis, the Glu-B1 loci variation explained only 7.09% on
mixing tolerance, and 6.60% on dough strength.
In this study, the presence of subunit (7*+9) from ‘Marius’ increased dough strength
and decreased mixing tolerance. The effect of the presence of subunit 7*+9 and subunit
17+18 from ‘Cajeme71’on wheat quality has been studied by many authors with various
opposite results. For example, it has been observed that the presence of subunit 9, coded
by locus Glu-B1, shortened the dough development time and increased loaf volume,
farinograph water absorption and gluten content (Khan et al., 1989). Later, Randall et
al., (1993) reported that the presence of subunit 7*+9 was related to dough strength.

Also, Branlard and Dardevet (1985) shown that the alveograph parameters W (gluten
strength) and P (tenacity) are correlated positively with subunits 7*+9, whereas subunit
17+18 is correlated with swelling (G) (the swelling index, is the square root of the
volume of air needed to rupture the dough bubble and is related to dough extensibility).
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Recently, Kocourková et al., (2008) reported that Glu-B1 subunit 7*+9 was
significantly associated with strong dough properties.
However, other authors confirmed the superiority of the 17+18 subunits effect on dough
quality. For example, Johansson and Svensson (1990) reported that the substitution of
the allele 7*+9 with the allele 17+18 showed higher tenacity. MacRitchie (1994) using a
series of recombinant inbred lines and biotypes demonstrated that superiority of
subunits 1Bx17+1By18 was associated with the production of greater amounts of largesized glutenin polymers. Furthermore, Takata et al., (2001) showed that the specific loaf
volume (which is correlated with sedimentation volume) was higher for the subunits
17+18 than that for the subunits 7*+9. Later, Gianibelli et al., (2003) using isogenic
lines, found that subunits 7*+9 showed mixing properties inferior that 17+18 in durum
wheat. It has also been observed that the weakest and least stable dough was given by
lines with the Bx7*+By9 (Butow et al., 2003a) and recently, Martinez-Cruz et al.,
(2007), confirmed that the presence of subunit 17+18 was consistently associated with
higher sedimentation value.

4.4.1.3 Glu-D1 subunits (5+10 vs 4+12)

According to Model I analysis, the Glu-D1 loci variation explained 49.32% on
sedimentation volume, 28.17% on mixing time, 8.43 on mixing tolerance, 43.73 on
tenacity, 66.66% on extensibility, and 35.29% on dough strength. It is clear that Glu-D1
loci were determinant on the most of quality traits. Beasely et al., (2002) confirmed that
the HMW-GS controlled at the Glu-D1 locus had the greatest effect of the three HMWGS loci (Glu-A1, Glu-B1 and Glu-D1) on several quality parameters.
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Based on the current study, it appears that presence of subunit 5+10 from ‘Cajeme71’
increased sedimentation volume, mixing time tenacity, and dough strength whereas the
presence of subunit 4+12 from ‘Marius’ increased mixing tolerance and dough
extensibility. Several authors supported these results (Payne et al., 1981, 1984;
Sreeramulu and Singh, 1994; Pfluger et al., 1998, Martin et al., 2001). For example, in
Chinese bread wheats, Liu et al., (2005) confirmed that Glu-D1 showing the largest
contributions to mixing time and mixing tolerance.

A reason for the behavior (5+10 >4+12 subunits) could be the fact that the subunit
(1Dx5) has an additional cysteine residue that allows the formation of longer or morebranched polymers, consequently, a more compact network of gluten may be
determining its higher sedimentation volume (Anderson and Greene 1989, Kasarda et
al., 1999). However, Flavell et al. (1989) suggested that a more regular pattern of β
turns in the central repetitive domain of subunit Dy10 may be responsible for the effect
of this allele on dough quality.
Also, Pogna et al., (1987) suggested that the y-type subunit 10 is responsible for the
good quality of subunit pair 5+10. However, Butow et al., 2003b showed that the
incorporation of subunit 1Dy10 decreased the Dx/Dy ratio and resulted in weaker
dough, as shown by a shorter mixing time and an increase in resistance breakdown.
From these previous published works, we can conclude that within the pair 5+10, the
1Dy5 is responsible for dough strength.
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4.4.2 Effect of LMW (Glu-B3 and Glu-D3)

According to Model I analysis, the Glu-B3 loci variation explained 7.88% on
sedimentation test, and 12.56% on dough strength whereas Glu-D3 loci variation
explained 9.51% on sedimentation test, 28.72% on mixing tolerance, and 8.79% on
dough strength.

4.4.2.1 Glu-B3 (g vs h)
In this study, the presence of ‘Marius’ allele Glu-B3(g) resulted in higher sedimentation
volume, tenacity (P) and dough strength (W) than the presence of ‘Cajeme71’ allele
GluB3(h).

Several authors supported these results using different cultivars from different origins.
For example, in Canadian wheats, the presence of Glu-B3g allele (involved in Canadian
extra-strong hard wheats) increased a more gluten strength than Glu-B3h allele
(commonly found in Canadian wheats) (Ikeda et al., 2006).

Also, in Canadian western extra-strong wheat cultivar ‘Glenlea’, and ‘KS2/KS3a’,
Funatsuki et al., (2006) have confirmed the contribution of the combination of Glu-B3g
to the extra-strong dough using RILs and DH lines. Moreover, a significant increase in
the mixograph dough development time, mixograph energy to peak, farinograph dough
development time and farinograph stability were observed also in lines with the GluB3g allele compared to lines with the Glu-B3h allele. However, in some Canadian
wheats greater bread loaf volume was produced in wheat lines with the Glu-B3h allele.
(Lukow et al., 2006).
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In Chinese wheats, Li et al. (2003) found that Glu-B3g allele could contribute to the
improvement of gluten quality strength. One of the best subunits/ allele combinations
for dough-mixing properties involved Glu-B3g allele (present in cultivars Wanmai 33
and Xiaoyan 54) (Liu et al., 2005). Also, Meng et al. (2007) found that Glu-B3g was
correlated with high volume of sedimentation volume and super dough strength (W). In
French wheat also Glu-B3g was reported to have positive effect on dough strength,
(Branlard et al., 2001).

In addition, in Japanese wheat cultivars with Glu-B3g allele on 1BS encoding lowmolecular-weight (LMW) glutenin subunit often have optimum dough strength (Ikeda
et al. 2006).

However, in Australian wheat, Gupta and Shepherd, (1988) have indicated that there is
no difference between Glu-B3g and Glu-B3h for Rmax (maximum dough resistance).
Difference between GluB3g and GluB3h could be attributed to the 3 SNPs detected in
the coding region of these alleles. These markers were validated with the 8 NILs (from
Aroona), Cheyenne, 20 Chinese varieties and 141 wheat varieties and advanced lines
from CIMMYT with different Glu-B3 alleles, indicating they may be useful in markerassisted breeding (Wang et al., 2008).

4.4.2.2 Glu-D3 (c vs a)

In this study, the presence of ‘Cajeme71’ allele Glu-D3 (a) resulted in higher
sedimentation volume, lower mixing tolerance, and dough strength (W) than the
presence of ‘Marius’ allele Glu-D3 (c). In addition, Glu-D3c and Glu-D3a alleles have
exactly the same effect on extensibility.
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Several authors have confirmed these results. For example, Branlard et al., (2001),
reported that in French cultivars, Glu-D3a was reported to have positive effect on dough
strength and for extensibility no significant differences were found. Also, Branlard et
al., 2003, confirmed 2 years later that the presence of allele Glu-D3 (a) resulted in
higher sedimentation test, and dough strength (W) whereas the presence of allele GluD3 (c) resulted in higher breakdown.

In Australian cultivars (Gupta and Shepherd, 1988; Gupta et al., 1989, 1990, 1994;
Gupta and MacRitchie, 1994) have confirmed as well, that for Rmax (maximum dough
resistance), Glu-D3a allele was superior to Glu-D3c.

In contrast, Cornish et al. (1993) found that Glu-D3c had excellent extensibility. Thus,
Gobaa et al., (2008) reported that the presence of allele Glu-D3c resulted in
significantly higher tenacity, and thus strength, compared with the allele Glu-D3 b. (this
allele was not involved in our study.)

4.4.3 Effect of gliadins (Gli-A2 (l vs p) and Gli-B2 (g vs c)
Surprisingly, we found in this study that the Gli-A2 loci variation explained 25.77% on
mixing time, 29.61% on mixing tolerance and 9.63% on dough strength whereas Gli-B2
loci variation explained 11.38% on tenacity and 15.48% dough extensibility according
to Model I analysis.

In this study, the presence of ‘Marius’ allele Gli-A2 (l) resulted in longer mixing time,
and higher dough strength (W) than the presence of ‘Cajeme71’ allele Gli-A2 (p).
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In contrast to our results, Gli-A2l, frequent in the French cultivars was related to low
dough strength (W) but for dough extensibility, Gli-A2l was superior to Gli-A2p
(Metakovsky et al., 1997a, Branlard et al., 2001).

The presence of ‘Cajeme71’ allele Gli-B2 (c) resulted in higher tenacity (P). However,
the presence of ‘Marius’ allele Gli-B2 (g) resulted in more extensibility. Gli-B2g occurs
rarely in previously published work making it difficult to compare our results for this
allele (Gli-B2g).
In accord with our results, Gli-B2c from ‘Cajeme71’ showed the largest effect on dough
strength in Italian cultivars (Metakovsky et al., 1997b). Also, it was found that the GliB2c was considerably more frequent in French cultivars with high dough strength
(Metakovsky et al., 1997a, Branlard et al., 2001). Moreover, Gli-B2c is present in many
good quality Canadian cultivars (62.5% of all Canadian cultivars) (Metakovsky et al.,
1993).

It was clear that the variation at Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 loci influences dough quality. A
comparison between N-terminal amino acid sequencing B and C subunits showed that,
LMW-GSs are likely to be coded not only by the typical Glu-3 loci, but also by loci
tightly linked to, and possibly included within, the Gli-1 and Gli-2 loci (Masci et al.,
2002). Then, the effects of Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 loci could be due the behaviour of the CLMW-GS.

Recently, Lucas, (2008) reported that the presence of LMW-C subunits controlled by
Glu-B6/Gli-B2 positioned on chromosome 6B resulted in higher sedimentation volume
and longer mixing time.
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The best subunits/alleles combinations for dough strength were as follows:
At Glu-A1: 1 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B1: 7*+9 from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D1: 5+10 from
‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: c from ‘Marius’. At Gli-A2: l
from ‘Marius’ and at Gli-B2: c from ‘Cajeme71’.
The best subunits/ allele combinations for dough extensibility were as follows: At GluA1: null from ‘Marius’. At Glu-B1: 17+18 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-D1: 4+12 from
‘Marius’. At Glu-B3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: a from ‘Cajeme71’ and at Gli-B2: g
from ‘Marius’.

We can conclude that the population used in the present work was suitable for analyzing
the prolamin effects on grain quality.

4.4.4 Effect of allelic interaction terms on wheat quality parameters

In this study, the most significant interaction terms on dough quality were: Glu-D1xGliA2, Glu-D3xGli-A2 and GluD1 x GliB2. Unfortunately, these interactions explain only
small part of the variation in wheat quality parameters (<16.70%).

For example, the quantitative interaction Glu-D1xGli-A2 contributed to variations in
mixing time (16.70%). The presence of subunits 5+10 at Glu-D1 and the allele l at GliA2 showed the maximum mixing time (132s) relative to other subunits/alleles.
However, subunits 4+12, at Glu-A1, and the allele p at G1i-A2 showed the lowest
mixing time (54s) value.
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Also, the interaction Glu-D3 x Gli-A2 contributed to the variations on breakdown
(15%). The presence of the allele (a) at Glu-D3 and the allele l at Gli-A2 showed the
lowest mixing tolerance in comparison with other combination at Glu-D3 and Gli-A2.

Previous studies have revealed the significative interactions on extensibility and
strength of dough, between Glu-1 alleles (Rousset, et al., 1992, Beasley et al., 2002,
Dotlacil et al., 2002, Liu et al., 2005) and between Glu-1 and Glu-3 alleles (Branlard
and Dardevet 1985; Nieto-Taladariz et al., 1994, Sontag-Strohm, 1996).

The effect of interactions among loci encoding HMW-GS, LMW-GS and gliadins can
impede the ability to predict the effect of these alleles on the protein quality (Flaete and
Uhlen, 2003).
Few previous studies undertook interactions between Glu and Gli loci because studying
them does not produce worthwhile results.

4.4.5 Rankings Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-2 loci and identification of superior lines
Based on the data from two seasons, the effects of glutenin loci /alleles could be ranked
as follows. For sedimentation volume: Glu-D1>Glu-A1>Glu-D3>Glu-B3. For
mixograph mixing time: Glu-D1>Gli-A2>Glu-A1. For mixing tolerance: Gli-A2>GluD3>Glu-D1>Glu-B1. For dough tenacity: Glu-D1>Gli-B2. For dough strength: GluD1>Glu-A1>Glu-B3>Gli-A2>Glu-D3>Glu-B1.

Several authors reported the importance of Glu-D1 loci in dough properties and few
previous studies undertook the effect of Gli-A2 loci (Branlard and Dardevet, 1985,
Payne et al., 1987, Gupta et al., 1994; Branlard et al., 2001)
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The present work indicated that HMW-GS, LMW-GS and gliadins alleles (Gli-A2 and
Gli-B2), have roles in dough properties, while Glu- D1, Glu-D3, Gli-A2 and Gli-B2
showed more significant contributions. Therefore, HMW GS, LMW GS and gliadins
alleles need to be taken into consideration when breeding for bread-making quality.

Based on the Model I and II, on one hand, the best subunits/allele combinations for
dough strength were: (1; 7*+9; 5+10) at Glu-1 loci, allele (g) at Glu-B3, allele (c) at
Glu-D3, allele (l) at Gli-A2 and allele (c) at Gli-B2. In our experiment, only three soft
lines (706, 711 and 727) (Group I) had allelic combinations desired at Glu-1 and Glu-3
but not at Gli-2. Effectively, these lines had higher sedimentation volume superior to
100 mm, which correlated with dough strength, and longer mixing time superior to 2
min.

In other hand, the best subunits/ allele combinations for dough extensibility were (null;
17+18; 4+12) at Glu-1 loci, allele (g) at Glu-B3, allele (a) at Glu-D3, allele (p) or (l) at
Gli-A2 and allele (g) at Gli-B2 had more extensibility. Only the allelic combination of
Glu-1 and Glu-3 were present in recombinants lines inbred (674, 677, 679, 683, 702,
703, 707, 709, 725, 740, 753, 757, 671, 678, 686, 688, 695, 721, 722, 739, 741, and
764) (Group II).

However, some of these recombinant inbred lines do not reflect their superiority. This
may due to the negative effect on the presence of other alleles at Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 and
to the small sample used in this experiment. Multi-site trials could be used to confirm
our results.
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Based on our study, we can conclude that ‘Marius’ x ‘Cajeme71’ cross have
considerable potential for improving strength and extensibility of dough of either class.
A key requirement for modern wheat cultivars targeting the high wheat grades is to
produce dough with equilibrium between strength and extensibility. Usually, dough
strength and extensibility are negatively correlated (Békés et al., 2001). However,
selection assisted by molecular markers could help to achieve our goal in short time.
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4.5. Implications of SSR markers on wheat quality parameters

4.5.1 Parental lines and RILs population

A set of 79 recombinant inbred lines derived from the cross of the soft variety ‘Marius’
and the hard variety ‘Cajeme71’ was used to map QTLs of grain quality traits.
Moreover, for all traits measured positive and negative transgressive segregation were
observed.
Transgressive segregants are preferred for creating populations with adequate genetic
variation in QTL studies (Lee, 1995). The population used in the present work fulfilled
this criterion and thus found to be suitable for marker analysis.

Apart from differences in the parents, size of the population is also important in case of
QTL studies. Many previous studies have indicated that usually larger populations can
give more number of QTLs identified and a higher proportion of genetic variance
(Anderson et al., 1993; Parker et al., 1998). For example, Zanetti et al., (2000) have
used a population of 226 RILs and have identified 187 loci linked to various bread
making quality parameters such as Zeleny sedimentation values, protein content, kernel
hardness and 1000-kernel weight.

In our analysis, the population size was 79 recombinant inbred lines. There have been
reports of QTL tagging using a population of 78 RILs for pre-harvest sprout tolerance in
wheat (Anderson et al., 1993), for tagging flour viscosity in wheat (Udall et al., 1999)
and even 65 RILs for QTL analysis of grain protein content (Blanco et al., 1996).
However, it is possible that higher contributions as well as more number of contributing
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markers could have been observed if the population size was larger than that used in our
studies.
4.5.2 Molecular markers and linkage analysis

From the 263 SSR markers analysed in the ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ population, 22 linkage
groups and 53 unlinked markers were found with a total length of 1113.3 cM. This
genome coverage (26%) was lower, accounting that the average chromosome length is
assumed to be 200 cM (Messmer et al., 1999) and the total map size of hexaploid wheat
is estimated as 4200 cM. The sizes of published maps for the populations Chinese
Spring x T. spelta (Liu and Tsunawaki, 1991), Chinese Spring x Synthetic (Gale et al.,
1995), Forno x Oberkulmer (Messmer et al., 1999) and W7984 x Opata 85 (Faris et al.,
2000) in hexaploid wheat were 1801, 2575, 2469, and 3700 cM, respectively. These
maps cover 43%, 61%, 59%, and 88% of the entire genome of hexaploid wheat,
respectively.

However, several markers remained unlinked, suggesting that the final size of our
genetic map could reach a reasonable coverage.

Given the population size 79 for ‘Marius’/’Cajeme71’ progeny, some linkage groups
showed some gaps and disagreement in the order of closely linked markers between the
map produced and the consensus map within some chromosome intervals. The
disagreements in marker order of closely linked markers between genetic maps and
derivation of the most correct marker order can be facilitated by comparison with the
Somer’s consensus map. The marker order is conditioned by the populations used and
the position of crossovers along chromosomes within the progeny lines.
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The exact fine marker order may differ slightly in other populations (Somers et al.,
2004). Thus, the inconsistency of map order may be explained by structural changes of
chromosomes in the wheat genome and limitations caused by the population size
(Korzun et al., 1999),
In our present map, skewed markers represented 30%. This percentage was relatively
high compared with the previous studies in wheat (Liu and Tsunewaki 1991; Blanco et
al. 1998; Messmer et al. 1999, Kammholz et al. 2001, Paillard et al. 2003) and
relatively the same as obtained by Peleg Z et al., 2008 in tetraploides wheat. This
phenomenon has also been reported repeatedly (Liu and Tsunewaki 1991; Devos et al.
1993; Nelson et al., 1995; Blanco et al. 1998; Messmer et al. 1999, Kumar et al., 2007).

However, Hackett and Broadfoot (2003) studied the effects of segregation distortion on
linkage mapping and found minimal effects on marker order or map length. The
possible causes for segregation deviation of molecular markers are chromosomal
rearrangement (Tanksley 1984) and gametic or zygotic selection (Nakagahra 1986).

Our genetic map presented reasonable genome coverage and was relatively useful for
exploratory QTL mapping of quality traits.

Because of the lack of common markers between the different maps published
previously, it is uncertain that putative QTLs detected in the different populations
correspond to the same QTL. Nevertheless, some chromosomes do appear to provide
different important genes affecting end-use quality in wheat.
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4.5.3 Analysis of Quantitative Trait Loci
Present results showed that QTLs identified could explain part of phenotypic variation
that still not explained by prolamin loci located on group 1 and 6 whose effects on
wheat quality are widely recognized.
4.5.3.1 Sedimentation test
Four QTLs alleles from ‘Cajeme71’ were detected for sedimentation test on:

1. Chromosome 7AS
One consistent QTL from ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 7AS between
wmc790 and gwm635 markers (R2=17-24%, LOD=2.4-4.1). There is no QTL for
sedimentation test was reported on chromosome 7A, but does in the homologous
group7. For example, Blanco et al. (1998) reported two regions located on
chromosomes 7BS and 6AL, and were shown to have single-factor effects on
sedimentation volume at P < 0.001 and P < 0.01.

2. Chromosome 5BS
Another consistent QTL from ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 5BS between
wmc 537.1 and gwm371 markers (R2=17-22%, LOD=3.1-3.4). Zanetti et al., (2001)
identified one QTL for sedimentation test on chromosome 5BS close to Xpsr120a
(R2=10-14%) in population of 226 F5 RILs derived from the cross between the Swiss
winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) variety `Forno' and the Swiss winter spelt (Triticum
spelta L.) variety `Oberkulmer'. Also, QTL for sedimentation test was reported in the
homologous group5 on chromosome 5D. For example, Huang et al., (2006) reported
QTLs for sedimentation test QSv.crc-5DS Xgwm639a) explained 8.8 % of the
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phenotypic variance with a LOD of 3.7 in a cross between a Canadian wheat variety
‘‘AC Karma’’ and a breeding line 87E03-S2B1.
Another QTL (QSed.B22-5D.a) on 5D was reported by Kunert et al., (2007) reduced
sedimentation volume by 34.7%. This QTL explained 17.3% of the genetic variance.

3. Chromosome 6DS
One QTL from ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 6DS between cfd13.1 and
cfd13.2 (R2=14%, LOD=2.5). Kunert et al., 2007, reported a putative QTL (QSed.B226D.a) for sedimentation test on chromosome 6DL close to barc 204 marker using a
cross between two Advanced Backross populations. This QTL increased sedimentation
test by 21.7%.
Also, QTL was reported in the homologous group6 on chromosome 6A. For example,
McCartney et al., 2006, reported a QTL on chromosome 6A (QSsd.crc-6A) (LOD=6.6)
between Xbarc23 and Xwmc398.

4. Chromosome 1DL
One consistent QTL from ‘Cajeme71’ was detected on chromosome 1DL close to
cfd92, and has distance of 20cM from Glu-D1 markers (R2=12%, LOD=2.1).
This QTL detected was in close agreement with the map positions of storage-protein
loci as expected, that chromosome 1D, on which are located the Glu-1 loci for glutenin
subunits Glu-D1 The strongest effect, located at Xgwm642 [1D], explained 32.8% of
the genetic variance was reported by Kunert et al., (2007). Also, Rousset et al. (2001)
detected a major QTL for sedimentation volume on 1DL, clearly corresponding to the
Glu-D1 locus.
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Recently, Syngeta company participations AG located in Basel Switzerland patented 12
QTLs for sedimentation test on Chromosomes 1A-1,1A-2, 1B, 3A, 3B-1, 3B-2, 5D-1,
5D-2,

6B,

7A-1,

7A-2,

7D-4A

(https://publications.european-patent-

office.org/PublicationServer/getpdf.jsp?cc=EP&pn=1962212&ki=A1)(2007).

4.5.3.2 Mixograph parameters
In this study, a total of two QTLs were detected for mixing time on: 1DL and 3BS.

1. Chromosome 1DL
One consistent QTL from Cajeme71 linked to cfd92 was identified for mixing time over
two years in chromosome 1DL (LOD=2.8-3.0; R2 =13-15%). Several authors reported
QTLs for mixing time close to Glu-D1 loci. For example, Campbell et al. (2001)
identified a major QTL for mixograph peak time and bread mixing time (LOD=8.7)
located at the Glu-Dy1 marker in chromosome 1D, using 78 F2:5 derived RILs from the
NY18/CC Hard x Soft cross. Also, Huang et al., (2006) reported a QTL for mixing time
in a cross between a Canadian wheat variety ‘‘AC Karma’’ and a breeding line 87E03in chromosome 1D QMdt.crc-1D with a closet marker Glu-D1 (LOD=26.8, R2=55.9%);
Recently, In a population of 131 RILs derived from Chuan 35050 x Shannong 483, Sun
et al., (2008) identified a QTL for mixing time in chromosome 1D : QDdt.sdau-1D GluD1-Xsrap19 (LOD=12.74, R2= 37.63%).

2. Chromosome 3BS
Another QTL allele for mixing time from Marius was detected in on chromosome 3BS
linked to gwm389 (LOD = 2.54, R2 =10%). Several authors reported QTLs for mixing
time on chromosome 3B. For example, Zemetra et al. (1987) studied flour mixing time
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in a set of reciprocal substitution lines between the hard wheat cultivars classified as
hard or soft. Significant effects on flour mixing time were noted for chromosome 3B.
Also, Huang et al., (2006) reported a QTLs for mixing time in a cross between a
Canadian wheat variety ‘‘AC Karma’’ and a breeding line 87E03-S2B1 in chromosome
3B QMdt.crc-3B with a closet marker barc164 (LOD=5.6, R2=6). However, other QTLs
were detected in homologous group 3. For example, from a population of 101 doublehaploid lines generated from a cross between Grandin, a hard spring wheat variety, and
AC Reed, a soft spring wheat variety, identified Breseghello et al., (2005) markers on
3AS correlated with mixogram height, area under curve, and mixing time.

In the present work two QTLs were detected for mixing tolerance on chromosome 2AS
and 7AS.

1. Chromosome 2AS
One consistent QTL for mixing tolerance over two years was detected in Cajeme71 on
chromosome 2AS between wmc177 and wmc522 (LOD=1.92-3.3) and (R2= 10-17%).
Previous studies reported QTLs on chromosome 2A for mixing tolerance. For example,
in a population of 131 RILs derived from Chuan 35050 x Shannong 483, Sun et al.,
(2008) identified a QTL in chromosome 2A: QDdt.sdau-2A Xwmc181b–Xubc840c
(LOD=5.65, R2= 13%). Also, Breseghello et al., (2005), identified alleles from AC
Reed increased mixing tolerance located on 2AS between Xbcd855 and Xagat13.
2. Chromosome 7AS
In the second season (2006-2007), a putative QTL for breakdown inherited from Marius
was detected on chromosome 7AS at map position 0.2 (LOD=3.5, R2= 14%) between
wmc633 and wmc790.
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However, others studies located QTLs for mixing time in other chromosomes than those
identifief in this study. Using a population of recombinant substitution lines (RSLs),
Rousset et al., 2001 identified a distally located QTL on chromosome arm 1BS, centred
on the Gli-B1/Glu-B3 region.

4.5.3.3 Alveograph parameters

1. Dough tenacity
A total of five QTLs were detected for dough tenacity in chromosomes: 2AS, inherited
from the parent Marius between wmc177 and wmc522 (LOD=5.6, R2=29%), 1BL
between cfd48b.1 and Glu-B3 (LOD=4.8, R2=20%), 2BS linked to barc13.1
(LOD=0.92-4.8, R2=3-11%), 1DL close to Glu-D1 and gdm126 (LOD=3.5, R2=23%),
and 5DL linked to gwm654 (LOD=2.70, R2=14%).
We can infer that all QTLs for Alveograph parameters located on chromosome group
1B close to Glu-B3 and on chromosome group 1D close to Glu-D1 are result of these
genes (Glu-B3 and Glu-D1).

Numerous studies have identified an association between dough tenacity and QTLs on
chromosomes 2A, 1B, 2B, 1D, 5D but also QTLs were detected in other chromosomes
than those mentioned above.
For example, Zanetti et al., (2001) identified nine QTL for tenacity (P) explained 48%
of its variance not only on chromosome 2A close to xpsr630 and on chromosome 5D
close to xpsr906a, but also, on chromosome 4A close to xpsr934a, on chromosome 4D
close to xpsr160, on chromosome 5A close to Xpsr 426, and on chromosome7B close to
xglk598.
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Also, Groos et al., (2004) identified for tenacity twelve QTLs on chromosome 1B, 2A,
2B but also on 1A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 6A, 6D, 7D and one QTL linked to gwm130, using
a population derived from a cross between two cultivars well adapted to French growing
conditions, namely cv Recital and cv Renan. In addition, Nelson et al., (2006) reported
that dough tenacity (P) was influenced by alleles around Gli-B1 on 1BS, but also by
Opata alleles on 3BS.

Recently, Pshenichnikova et al., (2008) identified four QTLs for tenacity (P) on
chromosomes 5D, 1BL, and 4BL (QTen.ipk-5D; QTen.ipk-1BL, QTen.ipk-1BL;
QTen.ipk-4BL).
2. Dough extensibility

In the present work, five QTLs were detected for extensibility on chromosomes: 7AS
between wmc790 and gwm635 (LOD=3.2, R2=17%); 5AS linked to gwm304-gwm293;
(LOD=4.6, R2=17%); 1DL between cfd92 and gdm126 (LOD=6.1, R2=29%); 2BS
between gwm148 and barc13.1 (LOD=3.1, R2=7%).

Numerous studies have identified relationship between dough extensibility and QTLs
on chromosomes 5AS, 7AS, 1DL and 2BS but other chromosomes were involved too
in dough extensibility like homeologous group 5 and 7. For example, Zanetti et al.,
(2001) reported three QTLs (2B, 5B, 7B) for dough extensibility, explaining 10-25% of
the phenotypic variance.
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Also, Groos et al., (2004) identified QTLs for dough extensibility not only on
chromosomes 2B, and 5B but also, on chromosomes 1A, 1B, 3B, 4A, 4B, 6B, and one
QTL linked to gwm130.

Furthermore, Nelson et al., (2006) using a cross WPI 219/ Opata, reported that dough
extensibility (L) increased by WPI 219 alleles on 7AS but also by Opata alleles near
Gli-A1and Gli-B1 and by Opata alleles in the HMW Glu-A1 region on 1AL. Recently,
another QTL for dough extensibility was detected in homeologous group1 on
chromosome 1AL near the marker Xmwg5 (Pshenichnikova et al., 2008).
3. Dough strength

Based on our data, a total of four QTLs were detected for dough strength on
chromosomes: 2AS close to wmc522 (LOD=4.5, R2=20%), 1BS (close to Glu-B3)
linked cfd48.2 (LOD=4.6, R2=18%), near centromere 5DL linked to cfd8 (LOD=3.1,
R2=14%), and at the end of chromosome 5DL linked gwm654 (LOD=2.6, R2=14%).

Several authors have identified QTLs for dough strength on chromosomes 2AS, 1BS,
and 5DL but also other chromosomes than homeologous group 1, 2 and 5 were
implicated too.

For example, Zanetti et al., (2001) reported QTLs for dough strength not only in
chromosome 1B near Glu-B3 and near centromere 2D, 5D but also on 3A, 3DL, 1AL5AS, 5B, 7S chromosomes, explaining 10-25% of the phenotypic variance. In addition,
Groos et al., (2004) reported eleven QTLs for dough strength not only on chromosomes
1B 2D 5A, 5B but also on 1A, 1D, 3A, 4A, 4D, 7D, and one QTL linked to gwm130.
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Also, Crepieux, et al., (2005) detected for dough strength, three significant QTL located
on chromosome 1A, 1B, and 1D, close to the HMW glutenin loci, in homeologous
position. Furthermore, Nelson et al., (2006) revealed that dough strength as alveograph
W was consistently increased by alleles on 1BS near the Gli-B1 gliadin loci. Others
QTLs were found on 2DS, 5AL and 7BL.

Moreover, Arbelbide and Bernardo, (2006) identified markers for dough strength, as:
Xgpw1170, Xgwm264, GluB1, Xbarc061, and Xwmc044 on chromosome 1B; Xcfd32,
GluD1, Xgwm642, Xcfd48, Xcfd27, Xgdm126, and Xcfd63 on chromosome 1DL and
Xgpw323 on chromosome 5D , also markers in other chromosome like: Xgwm164,
Xgwm357, Glu-A1, Xcfa2129, and Xcfa2219 on chromosome 1A; Xbarc117 on
chromosome 5A; and Xgwm234 on chromosome 5B.

Lately, Pshenichnikova et al., (2008) reported four QTLs for dough strength on
chromosome 5DL near the marker Xksud30. Two markers were found on the short and
long arms of chromosome 1B: One on the short arm was associated with the marker
Xmwg938b, located near the group of tightly linked loci Gli-B1 and Glu-B3.The other
one QTL localized to the long arm between markers Xcdo346b and Xcdo1189. In
addition, a marker that correlated only with dough strength (Xcdo1312a) was found in
chromosome 4B.

In this study, the QTLs identified for dough strength on chromosomes 1B may due to
the the influence of glutenin locus (Glu-B3).
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4.5.3.4 Protein content

In this study, a total of six QTLs were detected for protein content which were located
on chromosomes: 2AS linked to wmc602 (LOD=2.6, R2=10%), 5AL close to cfa2163
(LOD=3.1, R2=13%) near awns locus (B1), 7AS linked to barc174 (LOD=4.0,
R2=16%), 5BS linked to gdm146 (LOD=3.4, R2=13%), 1DS linked to cfd65 (LOD=2.5,
R2=10%) and 6DS linked to gwm469 (LOD=3.9, R2=15%).

Specific attention will be paid to QTLs detected on chromosome 1DS and 5AL. The
QTL detected on chromosome 1DS for protein content in the surrounding area of the
known location of Glu-D3, suggested that genes controlling protein content might be
located in the neighbourhood of high and low-molecular-weight loci (Perretant et al.,
2000).

Another The QTL was detected on chromosome 5AL close to cfa2163. This marker
was near the awns locus according the consensus map (Somers et al., 2004) and was
reported previously by Ma et al, (2007) using single marker analysis. The awned
phenotype may be very useful in breeding varieties with high protein content when the
the awns locus is segregating.

Numerous studies have identified QTLs for protein content on chromosomes 2A, 7A,
5B, 6D but other chromosomes were implicated too in the variation of this trait.

For example, Turner et al., (2004) identified significant QTL for protein content on
chromosomes 2B and 6B (Avalon contributing increasing effect) and chromosomes 6A
and 7A (Hobbit Sib contributing increasing effect) in data from both years.
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Also, Breseghello et al, (2005) detected in a population of 101 double-haploid lines
generated from a cross between a hard spring wheat variety Grandin, and a soft spring
wheat variety AC Reed; five QTLs for protein content by Composite Interval Mapping
method, on linkage groups 2AS, 4B-1, 4B-2, 2BL-1, and 6B.

Furthermore, Kulwal et al, (2005) identified three QTLs with additive effects on grain
protein content: Two on chromosome 2A (one close to gwm558, the other one close to
bcd1184), and on chromosome 2D close to gwm 261.

In the same trends, Blanco, et al. (2006) identified three QTLs with major effects on
grain protein content. These QTLs were detected on chromosome arms 2AS, 6AS and
7BL, identified by the markers Xcfa2164-2A, XP39M37 (250)-6A, and Xgwm577-7B,
respectively.

In addition, Pushpendra et al., 2007 using QTL analysis (composite interval mapping
(CIM)) in two mapping populations of bread wheat : in W7984×Opata85 showed that
the localization of QTLs for protein content was on chromosomes 2A, 2B, 2D, 3D, 4A,
6B, 7A and in PH132×WL711 population was located on chromosomes 1D, 2D, 2A,
5A, 3A, 7D.

Also, in a population of 131 RILs derived from Chuan 35050 x Shannong 483, Sun et
al., (2008) identified three QTLs on chromosome 3B, 5A and 6A (QGpc.sdau-3B
Xwmc418–Xubc834a;

QGpc.sdau-5A

Xsrap27–Xwmc524;

QGpc.sdau-6A

Xswes123a–Xswes123b).
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Recently, Weightman et al., 2008, using a mapping population of 46 doubled haploid
(DH) lines and their parents, Beaver (+1BL/ 1RS, soft wheat) and Soissons (1B, hard
wheat) reported significant QTLs for grain protein content were found on chromosomes
3A, 3B, 7A and 7D.

Breeding for high protein content is a not easy to undertake because many QTLs were
found for protein content. Previous investigations have indicated that QTLs influencing
protein content in cultivated and wild wheats are located on all chromosomes (Levy and
Feldman 1989; Stein et al. 1992; Snape et al. 1995; Blanco et al. 1996, 2002; Sourdille
et al., 1996; Joppa et al., 1997; Perretant et al., 2000; Dholakia et al., 2001; Zanetti et
al., 2001; Borner et al., 2002; Groos et al., 2003; Prasad et al., 2003).
4.5.3.6 Hardness
Although Ha locus has long been known to be important for kernel hardness, Sourdille
et al. (1996) have shown that this gene alone can explain around 60% of the variation to
grain hardness, suggesting involvement of some other loci in its phenotypic expression.

No major QTL was detected in this study on chromosome 5D. It is generally admitted
that this locus explains an important part of the hardness variation in progenies from
crosses between hard and soft wheat. However, these conclusions were supported by
studies of bi-parental populations, which segregated for (mostly) Ha. This could be
explained by other QTL segregating, but also by the unequal frequency of hard/soft
types in our breeding material (only 36% have a hardness value higher to 50).

In our study, a total of three QTLs were detected for grain hardness located on
chromosomes: 1BS between cfd48.2 and Glu-B3 (LOD=5.7, R2=28%) and 1DL
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between cfd92 and gdm126 (LOD=3.4, R2=17%) and 2AS between wmc177 and
wmc522 (LOD=3.9, R2=22%).

These QTLs located on the 1BS and 1DL chromosome, close to the Glu-B3 and Glu-D1
respectively reinforce the hypothesis suggested by Paillard et al., 2003 and Crepieux et
al., 2005 that this finding is due background noise of storage protein. Also, Arbelbide
and Bernardo, 2005 detected markers for grain hardness: Glu-D1 on chromosome 1D;
Xgpw2246 and Xcfa2153 on chromosome 1A; and Xgwm190 and Xgwm272 on
chromosome 5D.
Furthermore, Weightman et al., (2008) reported that grain texture appeared to be
significantly influenced by presence of the 1BL/1RS translocation. In addition, other
QTLs for hardness were found on chromosomes 2A, 2D and 6D.
Another QTL was detected in 2AS chromosome for grain hardness Numerous studies
have identified QTLs for grain hardness on chromosomes 2A. For example, Sourdille et
al., (1996) reported four regions on chromosomes 2A, 2D, 5B and 6D contributing to
hardness.
However, other researchers detected other regions for grain hardness. For example,
Narasimhamoorthy et al., 2006 identified two putative QTLs. The variety Karl 92 allele
increased hardness by 19% at the major locus on chromosome arm 5DS (R2=0.30), and
decreased it by the same amount at the other QTL on chromosome arm 3BL, QHa.ksu3B (R2=0.17).Recently, Pshenichnikova et al., (2008) identified three QTLs for grain
hardness on chromosomes 3A, 6A, and 5D using The ITMI population.
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Conclusions
Wheat endosperm storage proteins, namely glutenins and gliadins, are the major
components of gluten. They play an important role in dough properties and in bread
making quality. Seventy nine recombinant lines from a cross between wheat cultivars
‘Marius’ (high dough extensibility) and ‘Cajeme71’ (high dough strength) were used in
the present work. The main aim of this study was not only to analyse the effect of allelic
combination of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Glu-B3, Glu-D3, Gli-A2 and Gli-B2 on
quality traits but also, to identify significant QTLs in dough properties other than
prolamin loci. From this study, we can conclude that:

1. SDS-PAGE and A-PAGE are very useful techniques for separation of wheat
endosperm storage proteins (glutenins and gliadins) and the nomenclature used allows
us to compare our results with previously published works.

2. The best subunits/alleles combinations for dough strength were as follows: At GluA1: 1 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B1: 7*+9 from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D1: 5+10 from
‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-B3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: c from ‘Marius’. At Gli-A2: l
from ‘Marius’ and at Gli-B2: c from ‘Cajeme71’.
3. The best subunits/ allele combinations for dough extensibility were as follows: At
Glu-A1: null from ‘Marius’. At Glu-B1: 17+18 from ‘Cajeme71’. At Glu-D1: 4+12
from ‘Marius’. At Glu-B3: g from ‘Marius’. At Glu-D3: a from ‘Cajeme71’ and at GliB2: g from ‘Marius’. The allelic variation at Gli-A2 does not show any difference on
dough extensibility.
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4. In a comparison of allelic effects of prolamin loci on quality parameters, we found
that for gluten strength the rankings were as follows: Glu-D1>Glu-A1>Glu-D3>GluB3>Gli-A2>Glu-B1>Gli-B2.
5. Fluorescent capillary electrophoresis (ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer) is a useful and
rapid technique to detect polymorphisms between the parental lines and to genotype the
large mapping population.

6. QTLs alleles from Cajeme71 for better dough properties were identified as follows:
for sedimentation volume on chromosomes: 7AS, 5BS 6DL and 1DL. For mixing time
on chromosome: 1DL. For breakdown on chromosome: 2AS. For tenacity on
chromosome: 1DL. For dough extensibility on chromosomes: 7AS, 5AL, and 2B. For
dough strength on chromosome: 5DL. For protein content on chromosomes: 5AL, 7AS,
5BS, 2AS, and for hardness on chromosome: 1DL.

7. QTLs alleles from ‘Marius’ for better dough properties were localized as follows: for
mixing time on chromosome 3BS. For mixing tolerance: on chromosome 7AS. For
dough tenacity on chromosomes: 2AS, 1BL, 5DL, and 2BS. For dough extensibility on
chromosome: 1DS. For dough strength on chromosomes: 2AS and 1BS. For protein
content on chromosome 1DS and 6DS and for hardness on chromosomes: 2AS and
1BS.
8. Soft × hard wheat crosses have considerable potential for improving strength and
extensibility of dough of either class.
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